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BLN (continued)

& did not include SUP calculations 
Ie pull procedure and (2) the wmy 
their method of calculating nPT on 
pulls.' : 

lea Identification Report 
18 dated September 18, 1985 
he following conditions and 
ction: -• 

dewall pressure calulations were not 
ed in the design process and, 
tion Specification -38, Revision 5, 
address cable sidewall pressure.  

Construction Specification 6-38, 
6, effective September 15, 1985, 
SUP calculations rereirements. SUP 
ions for future cable Installations 
e made in accordance with G-38." 

op Work Action Report number 8W12 
cable pulling activities governed 
stopped on July 7, 1985 due to 

rocedures. The stop work order was 
January 7, 1986 after procedures 
and personnel were retrained.  

R 2987, Revision 0, revealed that 
lled frot October 14, 1983 until 
4 were installed and accepted by 
rol (QC) without using the new break 
ments as given in General 
Specification G-38 (SR8-6-38-2).  

ven in the NCR was oversight by 
recognize changes in the cable 
iresents when receiving revisions to 
38-2). Cable pulled during this 
ampled per the instructions in R.+ KV 
randum to L. S. Cox dated July 12, 
0717 902). No further problems were 
and the NCR was closed on 
1986.
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S 4.1.1.5 Site Specific - BLN (continued)
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DNE was actively evaluating SWP and MPT issues 
generated as a result of inadequiiiercedures 
for cable pulling and inadequate control over 
conduit overfill. An extensive testing program 
was undertaken by TVA to determine the maximum 
allowable sidewall pressure for the worst case 
cables (see section 4.1.1.1 for test results).  
The samples tested were representative of cables 
installed at all of TVA's nuclear powerplants..  
V. S. Rauhley's memorandum to the EEB files 
dated July 8; 1986 (843 860710 905) statedathat 
DnE anticipated that the existing analytical 
methodology and test resultswould substantiate 
the installed adequacy of all Class • tables at 
TVA's nuclear plants. W. S. Raughley's 
memorandum dated June 23, 1986 (843 860626 931) 
provided guidance for each project to determine 
the adequacy of their Class 1B cable 
installations with respect to sidewall 
pressure. Each project was instructed to form 
an inspection team to select and sample conduits 
which met the worst-caie configurations.  
Conduits with multiple bends, long lengths, i 
high percentage of cable fill, and elevation 
xchanges were to be considered. The data was to 
be collected and submitted to DNB for 
evaluation.  

At the writing of this report, data had not been 
collected at BLN. DNE was involved in contract 
negotiations with a third party engineering 
company to evaluate the sampling program 
previously conducted at WBN. Final resolution 
of SWP issues was to depend on DNE's ongoing 
evaluation and final report.  

2. Three concerns were evaluated at BLN for minimum 
bend radius problems. A review of NSRS report 
I-85-06-WBN revealed that a comprehensive review 
of cable bend radius issues from 1979 through 
1985 identified several areas of potential 
inadequacies resulting in excessive cable bends 
(discussed in sections 4.1.1.1 and 4.1.1.2). A 
memorandum was reviewed from W. S. Raughley 
dated September 2, 1986 (B43 860903 904) which 
provided direction to each project for steps 
necessary to resolve NBR concerns for Class 1E 
cables.
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4.1.1.5 Site Specific - BLN (continued) 

At the writing of this report, the cable bend 
Sproblems had not been resolved. Discussions 

S. with a DNE engineer responsible for prepari ng 
,the final report-addressintg inim- bend-radius 
Sconcerns revealed that the final report wai not 
yet available for review.  

i BL Quality Control Procedure QCP-3.34 titled, 
S- "lectricil Cable Inastllation" was reviewed to 
determine if BLMDIC had adequate instruction to 
Somply w ith the reguirements of ,-38. The 
following instructions for inspecting BR were 
Sfound in Revision 3: 

S(QC inspector) 
"Nonitors the cable pull orpull back to 
ensure that the minimum cable pulling radius 
is not violated, the proper pulling .  

direction (if specified) is followed, and 
that the cable is protected during the 
i installation." (procedure section 6.3.1.2) 

A responsible engineer was required to determine 
the pull bend radius and provide a "cable pull
-packase." 

The BLN Quality Control Procedure was determined 
by the evaluator to be adequate to ensure design 
criteria (G-38) was met.  

3. A walk-through was conducted assisted by an 
electrician to determine the manufacturer, type, 
and wire size for 480-volt receptacles found 
Sthroughout the plant. During the walk-through, 
the electrician removed covers from three 
480-volt receptacles in question. These were 
identified as follows: 

hbD-ERCP-007C (Location at AS/T-line); 
1ED-ERCP-029A (Location at D2/H-line); and 
2BD-ERCP-29C (Location at D6/H-li6e).  

The first two receptacles were identified as 
Crouse Hinds model number AEQ 01648 and the 
third receptacle was Crouse Hinds type AR6-48.  
All receptacles were observed to be wired with 
three conductor number two AWG wire spliced to a 
smaller wire as permitted by TVA drawing number 
SGW1140-ED-33, Revision 3. Instructions were 
specified on drawing note number 2 as follows:
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4.1.1.5 Site Specific - BLS (continued) 

"60 Amp Power Receptacle connector pigtails 
May be reduced to a inianu of 4 AG f 
Srequired." 

The 480-volt receptacles were determined to be 
properly connected because no inproper 
Sconnections were found in the walk-through due 
to oversized wire connecting directly toa .  
480-volt receptacle.  

S4c Concerns f1-85-300-002 and IN-86-268-003 were 
evaluated on the subject of improper routing of 

L cable. Lonnie S. Cox's memorandum to J. P.  
Darling dated-March 24, 1986 (C20 860325 683) 
revealed that BLN DNC had looked at cable 
routing and provided the following response: 

"Bellefonte cables are routed by computer, 
which considers the fill of conduits. The 
Sprogra is written to prevent overfill. : 
Also, field observation indicates this is 
not a problem at BIP." 

NCR 4975, Revision 0, was written due to a 
Sparticular cable which was not routed properly
at the point where the cable transitioned from a 
conduit to a cable tray. The caqse as stated on 
the NCR was due to: 

"Failure of the craft to follow proper cable 
routing specifications and BQC inspectors 
for verifying the sane." 

The NCR was issued August 12, 1986 and had not 
been closed out. NCR 4249 was also written due 
to improper cable routing from a cable tray to a 
conduit. The cause given on the NCR stated that 
worker and BQC implementation was 
unsatisfactory. The NCR was not significant.  
Work release 53,792 was written to pull back and 
reinstall the cable according to DNS routing, 
and the NCR was subsequently closed out.  

Review of BLN-QCP-3.34, Revision 3, revealed the 
following instruction for the responsible QC 
inspector to verify cable routing:
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4.1.1.5 Site Specific - BLN (continued) 
•L' 

"6.2.1.3 Verifies that the route of the 
Scable is correct and that the.  
-actual pull points to be used by 
the craft do not exceed 360* 
of bends between them." 

A similar subject was covered in Operations 
Subcategory 30403. The particular concern 
(IN-85-945-001) dealt with cables routed outside 
of cable trays in the manholes. No problems 
were noted with cables outside cable trays.  

4.1.2 Findings/Conclusions 

4.1.2.1 Generic 

SWP, HPT, and MBR issues were factual and were 
actively being evaluated by DNE. The progrla 
discrepancies were identified in NSRS Report 
X-85-06-VBN. The Sidewall Bearing Pressure Test 
results were favorable based upon the conservative 
approach and SWP limits reported b tween 600-1500.  
pounds/foot deperding upon the typ of cables and 
configuration tested. Direction was given to each 
engineering project concerning specific actions to 
be taken to resolve concerns with SVP and KBR.  
These included SVP sampling progras,. SVP 
calculations, KBR inspections, procurement reviews, 
and DNE's final report. The final resolution 
depended on DNB's completion of the ongoing 
evaluation mentioned above and the subsequent final 

1 response to NSRS report I-85-06-WBN hot yet 
available.  

Based on the above findings, DNS had taken the 
position that installed cable was acceptable and the 
ongoing evaluation by each plant site would provide 
documentation to support the adequacy of installed 
cable.  

4.1.2.2 Site Specific - WBN 

Several concerns addressed NPT, SWP, and NBR 
issues. Based upon the information contained in 
NSRS report I-85-06-WBN, the mentioned interviews 
and ongoing evaluation by DNS, the past method for 
calculating NPT and the past methods for pulling and 
muiiroring cables had been determined by the
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4.1.2.2 Site Specific - VU (continued) 

Sevaluator to be inadequate to ensure cable u•s 
successfully pulled without insulation daiuge (see 
section 4.1.2.1 for the generic conclusion).  

Concerns EX-85-073-001 and IN-85-719-002 dealt with 
specific HBR problems. The areas mentioned ia e ph 
I concerns were located and examined for iBR ^ 
problems. None were identified, therefore, the 
concerns were not verifiedtt ctual. BE85-157-002.  
IN-85-733-001, 11-85-935-001, 1l-86-266-0056, 
S IN-86-314-N06, and VI-85-100-013 reported genf al 

S BR problems. They were found factual because DN's 
response to HBB NCRs was gqestioned in NSRS report 
1-85-06-WPI. The concerns identified a problem but 

* corrective action for the problem was initiated 
before the-employee concerns evaluaton of the issue 
was undertaken.  

SThe following concerns dealt with procedural changes 
which did not require rework of past installations: 

1 -85-076-003, IN-85-213-001, IN-8S-255-001, 
SI-85-295-003, 1-85-436-004, IN-85-856-005, 

: ?IN-86-201-001, IN-86-259-001, and 1X-85-094-004.  

These concerns were found factual because a review 
Sof all revisions of General Construction 
Specification 0-38 revealed that most pulls Vere not 
monitored prior to 1984. NSRS report 1-85-467, 466, 
568, 573, 518, 575-WBN verified the concerns and 
tied the conclusions to NSRS report- -85-06-WUN.  
This report was extremely critical of the mannr in 
which DNE had defined the method of calculating the 
RPT for multi-cable pulls. The concerns identified 
a problem, but corrective action for the problem was 
initiated before the employee concerns evaluation of
the issue was undertaken.
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4.1.2.2 Site Specific - UBl (continued) 

SThe fcllowin concerns dealt with the use of trucks 
and come-alongs to pull cable: 

BI-85-086-001, IN-85-241-l11, /l-85-318-002; 
IN-85-581-001. 11-85-978-001, 11-86-036-002, 
IN-86-199-00 , 11-86-254-001, N1-86-254-002, 
IN-86-259-002, I-86-262-003 , IN-86-266-001, 
r 1N-86-266-0027 and 1-86-314-001.  

Several concerns (11-85-241-11, 111-85-318-002, 
IN-85-581-001, 11-86-036-002, 11-86-199-001, 
1N-86-254-001, 1-816-254-002, IN-86-259-002, 
SIN-86-262-003, and I-86-266-002) were all found 
factual because the abuse of steel choker use was 
verified in I-85-4C7, 466, 568, 573, 518, 575-WB1 
and in an interview connected with 11-85-581-001.  
SThe concerns presented a problem for which 
corrective action had been, or was being, taken as a 

* result of n-employee concerns evaluation.  
EX-85-086-0cl, I l-85-978-001, IN-86-266-001, and 
IN-86-314-001 were not verified factual because as 
Sthey were stated there as no problm. Truck and 
come-along (also trmed mechanical assists) use was 
allowed in site and DMR procedures.  

SIN-85-046-001, IN-8S-53-001, IN-85-774-006, and 
SIN-86-259-004 dealt with a specific Incident where 
the pull tension was exceeded when a QC inspector 
was prevented from viewing a pull. This event was 
factual, however, corrective action had already been 
initiated before the employee concerns evaluation of 
the concerns was undertaken. This action had 
consisted of scrappingthe cable and disciplining 
the foreman and genere% foreman.  

The following concerns were general cases of 
excessive HPT: 

IN-85-201-002, IN-85-314-001, IN-85-325-005, 
IN-85-433-002, IN-85-527-001, IN-85-935-001, 
IN-86-028-001, IN-86-212-001, IN-86-259-014, 
PH-85-050-001, WI-85-100-012, and XX-85-008-001.
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1The following conceras dealt with poerat 

HI-85-010-001, IN-85-186-010, I-8 2t$ .
1-85-318-001, IN-85-318-003 iN, I485i.737 01,.  
IN-85e-798-005, 1n-85-878X01, i-1s5 935-0 - -" L 
IN-85-978-013, 1N-86-252-004, IN-OM4?1pp 
-O-85-007-012. -

HI-85-010-001 was not verified factual 0%iinb 9 L 
report written on the concern due to, the fti7eel t
later laterview with the concerned individ4l_ -': 
indicated that the proble was with aethetc•.C~i ;
and not poor quality work which affected plian 
safety. OW-85-007-012 was found factual i V S -:: 
report l-85-445-BV. However, no problem l•m.-- .
foreseen with non-electricians pulling cablbcaMie 
safety-related pulls would be inspected bj a QC 
inspector. Therefore, the concern was factually 
accurate, but what it-described was not a problem 
(i.e., not a condition requiring corrective action 
by ONP).
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S -IM-8--9Z8-005 iR-85-935-0,0 and i-85-978 -l03 wre 

- - foundactug An interview with responsible reat 
and.QG inspectorra Thise concerns stated th poli cy 
to puljlin cabiieaS quantity over quatity. The 
- - cotran identified problem, but correctivp etin 
for the problem was initiated before the Pe ilpli 

s-coneprn' evaluation of the isosu was nO uns a ia e; 

'The following concers reprted SWP proble a
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IN-85-255-001,-IN-85-323-002, INW-S-436-0QIA_ --
SI-85 -733-001. IN-85-986-1X2, IN-85-993-006,.  

-- -IN-86-199-001. IN-86-212-Nb3, and IN-86>25 ft-0B 

All coiterns were factual based on the fact that SWP 
calculations were not required until 1985. This was
noted in NSRS report 1-85-06-WBN. The concerns 
identified a problEm but corrective action- fr the-:
problem was initiated before the employee concera 
evaluation of the issue was undertaken.  

The following concerns dealt with overfilledond-j it; 

IN-85-255-001, IN-85-323-002, IN.-5-436-04j,
IN-865-133-401, IN-86-99-001, IN-86-212-N03, and 
IN-86-259-008;
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4.1.2.2 Site Specific --WBN (continued) 

.These concerns wer•-found factual due to SCRs 
UWNBBE8589, 8550. Corrective iction was in 
progress. New cable ODs and weights vere in the 
process of being #torporated into the conduit ill 
progrra by DE. The concerns identified a problemr, 
but corrective action for the problem was initiated 
before the employee concerns evaluation of the issue 
was undertakon..  

• -Concerns IN-8S-300-002 IN-85-506-002, 
IN-86-268-0A .and WI-85-100-020 were found factual 
-due tboheJfindings of NCR W-283-P and NSRS report 
I-85-362-MBN. Corrective action consisted of,, 
identifying the cables. This had been completed.  

- -The cables were placed under the Temporary 
_ Alteration Program. However, the Administrative 

Instruction covering temporary alterations had not 
yet been revised to provide provisions for 

S- identifying temporary cables. The concerns 
identified a problem, but corrective action for the 
problem was initiated before the employee concerns 
evaluation of the issue was undertaken.  

HI-85-113-N02 dealt with the use of an improper 
cable lubricant on asbestos jacketed cable. The use 
of Tellow 77 was verifieiAto have been used on 
asbestos jacketed cable. However, c9rrective action 
had already been initiated and completed. 'The 

cable. in question had been repulled. The use of 
Fellow 77 had since been banned from use on this.  
site. However, quantities of Yellow 77 were. located 
at VBN, BLN, and BPF on the computer program which 
lists everything in storage at TVA plant sites 
(Materials Management System). One of the QC 
inspectors interviewed recalled a problem with the 
use of Yellow 77 on polyethylene jacketed cable in 
the same conduit as asbestos jacketed cable.  
However, the inspector could give no further 
details. No further investigation could be 
completed on this concern because of the lack of 
information. The concern was factual and presented 
a problem for which corrective action had been, or 
was being, taken as a result of the employee 
concerns evaluation.
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4.1.2.2 Site Specific - UBN (continued) 

IN-85-009-001 reported pulling improperly sized 
cables to the 480-volt receptacles in the Additional 
Diesel Generator Building. The concern was found 
factual in an interview with the EEU engineer 
responsible for installation of the 480-volt 
receptacles. The concern presented a problem for 
Swhich corrective action had been, or was being, 
taken as a result of an employee concerns 
evaluation.  

IN-85-120-001 was found factual. This concern 
reported unsupported NIS cables. The cables were 
Snot supported from where they exit the conduit to 
termination on the detectors. However, in 
conversation with the responsible Westinghouse 
engineer the configuration was verified as correct.  
The concern was factually accurate, but wat it 
described was not a problem (i.e., not a condition 
requiring corrective action by ONP).  

" IN-85-425-004 and IN-85-58-01-00reported 
inadequately cleaned conduit prior to cable 

: pulling. Neither concern was verified as factual in 
interviews with responsible EQC inspectors and EEU 
engineers. A review of site documents revealed 
there were provisions for cleaning conduit before 
cable installation.  

4.1.2.3 Site Specific - SQN 

MPT, SUP, and HBR issues were factual at SQN. Based 
upon the information contained in NSRS Report 
I-85-06-UBN, the mentioned interviews, SCR 
SQNEEB8529, and the ongoing evaluation by DNB, the 
past method for calculating HPT and past methods for 
pulling and monitoring cable had been determined to 
be inadequate to ensure cable was successfully 
pulled without insulation damage. (See section 
4.1.2.1 for generic conclusion.) The concerns 
identified a problem, but corrective action for the 
problem was initiated before the employee concerns 
evaluation of the issue was undertaken.
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4.1.2.3 Site Specific - SQN (continued) 

Concern number JLH-86-002 dealt with Conax 
S• connectors whose iBR values had been exceeded. The 

" concern was factual. A survey conducted because of 
: this concerb revealed several discrepancies. They 
Swere documented on SQ-CAR-86-02-005. Corrective 
action had consisted of examinin•gall field 
terminations of Conax connectors. Any found : : 
unacceptable were reworked. The data packages-were 
in Modifications waiting to have the Nuclear 
Perormance Reliability Data System reporting 
completed. The concern identified a prob• , but 
corrective action for the problem was initiated ' 
before the employe concerns evaluation of the issue 
was undertaken.  

Concern number IN-8S-009-001 dealt with installing 
an improperly sized wire to 480-volt receptacles.  
These were determined to be properly installed at 
S:SQN based upon a walk-through conducted in the 
Diesel Generator Building, review of the 
manufacturer's catalog data, and through discusions
with an Electrical Maintenance engineer. Therefore, : 

the concern could not be verified as factual.  

Concern number IN-85-300-002 dealt with improper 
routing of cable. Based upon interviews. with two 
.odifications engineers and field obpervations, the 
concern was factual and identified a problem for 
Swhich corrective action had been, or was being, 
taken as the result of an evaluation.  

4.1.2.4 Site Specific - BFN 

NPT, SWP, and HBR issues were factual at BFN. Based 
upon the information contained in NSRS report 
I-85-06-UBN, the mentioned interviews, SCR 
BFNEBB8631, and the ongoing evaluation by DNB, the 
past method of calculating HPT and past methods for 
pulling and monitoring cable had been determined to 
be inadequate to ensure cable was successfully 
pulled without insulation damage. The concerns 
identified a problem, but corrective action for the 
problem was initiated before the employee concerns 
evaluation of the issue was undertaken.
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Concern number IN-85-009-001 dealt with installing 
improperly sized wires to 480-volt receptacles.  
These were determined to be properly installed based 
upon a walkdown of five 480-volt receptacles, review 
of the manufacturer's catalog data, and review of 
TVA Design Standard DS-E12.1.13. Therefore, the 
concern could not be verified as factual.  

Concern nuber 111-85-300-002 dealt with improper 
S routing of cable. Based upon review of Discrepancy 
Report nud•er BF-DR-86-0120, cables could be found 
outside cable trays at BF1. Therefore, the concern 
was factual and identified a problem, but corrective 
Saction for the proble was initiated before the 
efmployee concerns evaluation of the issue was 
undertaken. '
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Site Specific - BIX

RPT, SUP, and BR issues were factual at BLI. Based 
- upon the information contained in NSRS report 

-85-06-WUB, Problem Identification Report PIR 
BLN1888518. NCR 2987, Stop Work Action Report SW12, 
and DNB's ongoing evaluation, the past method of 
calculating NPT and past methods for pulling and 
monitoring cable had been determined to be 
inadequate to ensure cable was successfully pulled 
without insulation damage. (See section 41.2.1 for 
generic conclusion.) The concerns identified a 
problem, but corrective action for the problem was 
initiated before the employee concerns evaluation of 
the issue was undertaken. A particular BIN concern 
(BSP QCP-10.35-8-5) was not found factual in the BLN 
report on the concern.  

Concern number 1-85-0009-001 dealt with installing 
an improperly sised wire to 480-volt receptacles.  
These were determined to be properly installed at 
BLN based upon a walk-through of three 480-volt 
recepcacles in various areas of the plant, review of 
the manufacturer's catalog data, and review of TVA 
drawing number SGW1740-BD-33. It should be noted 
that number 2 AWO wire was observed to be spliced to 
a smaller wire before connecting to the 
receptacles. Therefore, the concern was not 
verified factual at BLN.

.1.2.5
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'4.1.25 Site Specific - BL 

Concern number IN
routing of cable.  
the concern was fou 
problems with cable 

-procedure. These I 
NCR was closed. BL 
Sprevet future occ 
a problem, but cor 
initiated before th 
the issue was under 

4.2 Spll icin 

Based on the findings, the issues : 
were factual.  

4.2.1 Discussion 

4.2.1.1 Generic 

Concern 1N-86-314-C 
facorrectly docuein 
Sevaluation, the rsi 
determined to be ti 
6224, 6536, 6623, i 
6224 (unit 1) both 
Raychea products is 
Snot made In accorda 
problem noted was t 
enviroments but ti 
were not issued unt 
specified that the 
connectors were ref 
Specification 0-38.  
(unit 1) both state 
using Raychem beat 
prior to December 2 
requirements as lis 
0-38, and the manuf 
Issues raised by th 
generic applicabili 
actions takin to di 
details of each sit 
(sections 4.2.1.2,
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I (continued) 

5-300-002 dealt with improper 
Based upon a review of iCR 4975, 
ad factual since BL had past 
-routing due to failure to fllov 
roblems were corrected and the 
I had adeguate procedures to
irrences. The concern identified 
ectiv6 action for the problem was 
me euployee concerns ealuatibn of 
taken.  

aisie by the employee concerns 
.:3·1

05 dOalt with imploper and 
ted splices. Through the WBN 
olutio of this concern was 
*e to tIN generic ICRs 6208, 
ad 6774. ICRs 6208 (unit 2) and 
dealt with splices made with 
Sharsh environ-eas which were 
nce wtth 80-12.5.-1. -The 
uht 80412.5.7-1 referenced harsh 
e Bnvironmental Data Drawings 
11 August 26, 1983. MCI 6536 
incorrect Thomas and Sett 
erenced in Construction 

NCRs 6623 (unit 2) and 6774 
id cable splicing and terminations 
shrinkable products completed 
!, 1985 did not meet current 
ted in DIN Standard Drwings, 
acturer's application guide.  
ese INCs ware reviewed for 
ty at each site along with 
sposition any findings. For 
e NCR review, see site specific 
4.2.1.3, 4.2.1.4, and 4.2.1.5).
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4.2.1.1 eneric (continued) 

The Operations Subategory 30201 dealt specifically 
with Raychem products in the evaluation of 
TA-145-001. The element reports for SQ, BlF, and 
DLI all reported problems with either the 
instructions used or the application itself.  

4.2.1.2 Site Specific - WBX 

Concern -- 73-001 dealt with a splice of table 
2-3V-31-7229 ~bich was located in conduit. T# 7 
Stest card (cable splice d6umentation) was obtifed 
on 2-3Vl31-7229 and the responsible 9 eaow as 
interviewed. He stated that the splice was ln a 
condulet fitting Standard Drawing iD-12.5 .6, ote 
Sad BM drawing .4S83-3, Revision 15 were - 13 

reiemwed. They allowed splices in condulots. A 
field walkUdoi of the area located the conduet in 
question. The cover was removed from the ftting 
and the splice Wm located. It was in the condelet 
as allowed by procedure.  

WI-85-028-001 reported that electriians were hired 
specifically to perform splicing operations ad that 
these electricians wer not tratiae for the jr 
A specific exile ms givre of a splice uieh hd 
tailed the high potential test. an the inlivitdua 
was eoanered that other nattceptable splices niht 
have passed this test. The specifi, pMp am • 
f0-Plf-405) wa sever located. If th.e .p 
idestifier was orwect, the motor cables in pesties 
were never high potential tested besse th•y were 
not 6900-volt cables (only cables wAich were high 
potential tested). It was ees verifited that the 

ables for this pp did not pass through the 
manhole In pseties. etfewr. it as asamed that 
the incorret meter identifeer ms identified e the 
-term. There were several spliced 600-volt cables 

which passed tbroush mnole awber twO. The eaet 
splie* rteereaced was sever lecated. A cepalsut 

Setngineer and e ispoetetr were latervtiewed 
the chaue of as iproprly pterformed splite 
passing the high potential test. They stated that 
the reaseo this test was coaduted was to v•ify 
that the splice was acceptable. If a splice wm 
la•equate, the test weuld eatch it. They were also 
asked it eletricians had ever been bired just to 
perform splices. They stated eletricians had not 
bene hired to petters specific jobs.
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4.2.1.2 Site Specific - W (continued) 

Concern IM-86-266-005 dealt with a MlC investigation 
of splicing at WB. The coteirned individual (C) 
had no knowledge of any corrective action. oI 
relaton to this cosctrs the DEC MRC open item log 
was reviewd for item dealing with splicig of 
#ables. io items (ecept ope WC uhich were 
discussed later in this ection) on this subject 
wre identified. The open item were the only item 
reviewed because all other m it bhad bea closed by 
the MRC Indicating all corrective action We.  

switchyard which hd ca sed problems. Te 
respouible Electrical Alint. e a formes (who bad 
beMs working is the witebyard since 1979) wa 
intervieed to deterine It splices i the 
mwitchyard had give problem. Theb only splies 
bich he recalled wre plices wbich were installed 

after to cutrrit trofatermers exploded. There had 
Sbeen no problem with thes spices or any oters 

wbich aight have been t the switchyard. A walkdowa 
of the area found it clean and dry. The spliees 
reationed previously it this paragraph wre 

located. o problem could be detected visually.  

Concerns EI-85-113-n10, I-86-259-01, and 
WI-S5-011-002 all reported splices Wiheb were no 
located inside coaduit. The So0o llie referenced 
in concern I-IS-011-002 did not exist. Thw ore.  
the cable could not be located. The am was true 
for the other concers. Procedurally (SD-12.S.3, 
Revision i ad 1l2.5.i. tReisio 6). a splie Wa 
"nt allowd in a oaduit or a cable tray. the 
systm eanineers would designste the location of the 
splice on the tost card used to doeuest the 
splice. The precautioe oft the Standard Drawisa 
(80-B12.S.6, 811.5.S. and 112.5.3) were to be 
followed. There was a possibiltty that there was 
confusion over the acceptability of splices i 
condulets as uas discovered n the evaluation of 
X-85-073-001. Because the specific cables could 

not be ldentified tra the documentation savilable, 
further evaluation of the concerns was iapossible.
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-23 67. Tis ce was " pmpn ;ot and P meal Subcatneory 70M. o s 

S6208 (t it 2) Md 224 (nit 1) both de1lt With 
sole.g d w ith ie arsets it opLcn 
mviroml-ts wbie e senot es In waeefdame with 
So-R12S.t7-1. e pr te pate nt w 
.8-12.57-1 ref7.Teod tears hroeat tmm bt th 
sVmgiroe ntal eats to w m Wafnt Ikssue t ati l 

SAugst 26, 13M . MM G536 specifte that the 

Cnstruetion Spcficatioa -38. WKt 6623 (uit 2) 
atd 6774 t(it 1) both Utted that escle spleidngs 

terlastimes using Isgaes eat shriuable prebflts 
Comleted prior to Deofcaer 2,. 195 di net et treeat 
re lrese• s lif sted in Stens.d rwug **i• S.  
Sat the ,tstaturere' applicasetie g lde.  

ASceruing to a sespwslooes with the 1 t- ofM .3w 
SWie •. thee eispoeitile o t S 6- splte Iwr at 
:the - t pie t this bet set sstr 4 e nt es 

Sthe te rereee st e been ete to rflect the 
rar. t This ne twes toe e. Aa•ans gten mfpls 
90cM. * 4r2M4 t< a bes ebsw aU a to d 
Aab5 4g55b)5 bsittsenten enSineew, let w" an 
smplete. It rert was eing peerteman auls W, 

6M24-1.  

A nmeriws froe J. C. Statmlter to t. irWlts dated 
Februry 18. 13M eatiad the aeteion nprlr -t , 
disposities CR 6536-8 (O 6S36 5 - qgrlddt to a WC,» 

* MC/W wert to idetitfy ali 6.9 Kv spUlieme re lred 
tor sft operstie of the plast.  

* MSC/P wr*e to I-spet then splies. Criteria m 
give tfr asceptability tra Theme sad ottes.  

* All acceptable splices were to be relsslated 
eeerdla to Stendard rmiuug a-112.3.3. It 
unacceptable the spites Mre to be remorted 
accordins to 80-112.5.3. The cesecten sad die 
smbers were speciflied.  

* Ml ys to rvise General Cestructise Speclticatie 
G8-3 to define the proper sonecters to use.
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4.2.1.2 Site Specific - IE (•oetlsed) 

* a e to revise * qeqcq-s.w-. to sthe the 
aper as-triel to be u 

WrK rtegtrd" seto a 63 be se t yet bwa per the 
Sm teeo sbl tficate eIaMW. 2t1 Warp)i 
I(WS3-1) we i the review eele.  

U bea astified an it&s of the proper soeetes to be 
wed a 6.9 I splies with -43-1-W 4sat4 JeMy 16, 
190. she OW rsOedMe tow apuepi sed kb 

eifseatis 06 02-S.95. "studerd lesttedl Tests." 
A rever wt -S7.99. Svlitei 9 datm st-•.rW 24.  
1906, roeenl atte Staurd lost 2 Tall Ls *a" 
ftet Slpce Istaltes' 4 hewb tUShe sme Cssstesr 
listed las S--34 0. A new st Imi 4-.06-4 
ro•es .that the pre ers W K bee rtsed to 
serpwatt- * In a cusers-w th with the 

repesiublaC aIsemr It we verified that the qoP w 

fIasesret tables lt the presere.  

o e23o as 6774 ~te be dis 4ierlt ed o- -4 in a 
m r - foms l. .. IItf•l to ~ . I 10 (bMb! ye t 
11). Itauerd krwiAa .5.3 M l i U2.5. m3 
Iomrl Cestrctei tpeciftle satIes *-3 O been revised 
to elarify the a se t splee amterlas with respect to 
plat amee at sere appisatie, the amoras 
emleds I (1) amiseti lt-li sprilen that we as 
awtr le m r thm e U omote u"see assmptable, <2) 

lou ie lta or tpe snomettie tM s aIelser end 
eap wr tie krekest wmr a-eptablre, (3) 
mlti-eowtecst aues itmet a 2Asma Otwelner Cable 
reakest . ith a abeler CaMe rskest. r wituet a 
mtakent and a Atgshm W-4 e9 were sen septabkle., 

ad (4) terulated Cable with as a esap. lthbest as 
o Nsp, or with a ad sap eW a V4 I o ve swlsve wre 

aceptable. The applicatls wue re liberal than 
prleosly allmid. Therefore, prowl.. splies wee 

captablo. Xthe ppleatles rep of taychm 33-403 
high voltage spIte kits was specittied aeeptable for 
OLstt weillss tW elnatims S-191 sabl-e spitee ir 

-LOCAUMlU en ironments.  

4.2.1.3 Site Specflt * sW 

2Te csars wer. evaluated In the are of sptlicig at 
SQ. A-56-003 usa a Q *Speciic cencers. A hle dealt 
with a taped splice. A disetlos with a tsewlrtedab
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auNOar L, nectriel miaf- mwstd tbhy -u 
i-nr It a* 135fle ae OS pt at IaUUUts as a twe 
to t-e Cuqeemt CeaHis Sp t po thst a" bk 
taped lsq emuts. le neoWs -et bee that 
this cable slgt still bhe te asse to weali 
Igessrtes rater thus ass so lMes Ttla lastr-u ts 
11-10. ftiass ue11, u lc. rnaIswthmi -uet Sam fr• r 
splies. A r·nu at Matinees bopst AflSN* O t 
-ws Witts to Salsm too s4oet eale. t tmat 
astm sams eL7ansa me. • -O 
serwa s set hepaides ·easp ptbntfle mo47M ho fbln4 «ia VaIMet, or U pod U f61 

A * diSelm was seame- Swith the buwe*eol -SW m 
issr 4a the diputtis af s 2M/624., fM at 
W64. I sttu a•l el • ma•s 8.-314-S. It 
•t•aI4 tuat sm. Gm aet MS, 4774 WO to be 
-rep, t~thr tease a- Wees was - t*I aw 

.obett with diernt amtes aft$. mh wa sites 
uselesS -eUg a setl, a in thi shee nu ns a 

eslta a mePsse taq siae t ses a gmoe no 
kIts "*m6 esw*a mgsars f e 6.9 0 slhus (this 
estewe a wed to 4m). Us ceSet isto tof 
Cutler doea •eS MU K. si U to be 

Sa- 1"trn **r !easSt 0d gthe he *1 

as the dpisettia on o aft sU at M. his wems 
ass a ste" a C lasi ia s a etsesett pant 

ausiC miss the es-tLeas the ueserlet-. *-4 

antiSm Oteh amid rempua a to flthst a fll6s 
isted mite. Is the am at this Me. eln pstim is 

questSm wan luspected at emrusties ae asof a
ueesn the d**-*** meti -the suet to the 

Iawireme"tal usetitleftles Uust is homn a purt at 
the aftd reumtl ealitisiae bldei. tht on as 
time as the p site.  

A disessela rv indStetS with a lAetedhe M 
Nelowt Lieseess Untie speenr ad a teeehiU*.  
Itetricel Sa1lsetriel hes slee a the peswle 
ppItlneeMity of M t M Ua It 6 114.  *Mltecrtl~lt clC KtaQ un wt *»n.
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4 .21.4 Site.Spcific -BP (continu td) 

S. C. Rutherford's memorandum to . S. Raughley: 
-dated April 14, 1986 (522 860414 018) revealed the 
conditions conceronin the use of Raychem identified 
in SCR6623 did- ot.exist atIBFN based upon'the 

SThe s•bject SC's source of reuirements.  
SD-- 2.5s6 and SD-BI2.5.8, were not applicable .  
to :F u.a til aftterDecember 2,,1985. BFN was 

L n:ot comiitted to General Construction 
Speification -38 until afte J ary 

- 1986. Brown's Fer•y N•ci er Plnt was psigned 
and constructLdto C•-eral'Constructioni 

- Spe"ifLcation --4 Ibthi did -not lrequire the : s 
of Raychem cable broeaklts. In dis ssion-with 
plat-mailatinance and modifications groups, 
RBachW cable breakouts-were not used at 8FN._ 

e istaltioprocde (HA-13-for 
SmNod:ifi cations andI Additions and 1 Ie-58 for 

1 ctrical 'aiten cet) used a it 8F ftor splices 
and terminations of cable are more conserviative 

in the1applicable.diametW range of the Rayche 

sleeve than -38 

.In regards to Thomas and Betts coannctors, 

.. P. St-pleton's memorandum dated 3 une 2, 196, 
,(R07o- 8(60602 929) revealedthe condition concern in 
tbe misapplication of Thomas and Betts seris 54000r 
connectors identilfed by NCR 6536 did-not eist t 

A review of the applicable -

1odification/Addition Instruction (MAI-13) 
shows no amisapplication of Thomas and Betts 
series 54000, two way (butt splice) 
connectors. The table for butt splices in 
N AI-13 lists the connector series with the 
proper die for 600-volt and below and 
601-15,000-volt application." 

Review of N. R.Beasley's memorandum to 
F. W. UChandler dated September 3, 1985, 
(B22 850903 004) revealed conditions identified by 
NCR 6208-concerning improper splices in harsh 
S- environments below the maximuma flood level existed 
at BFN. As a result SCR BFNESBS18 was written.  11 -^ .. · '' ,,r^ y ,*-J '. : ~

.- *--* .-
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4.2.. Site -Specific -BFN (continued) 

ReviewIof DNE files on SC BPFNEBBSS18, Revision 1, 
*revealed the SCR was closed out and the concernv ws 

Sbe:ing handled elsewhere on SC BFNQP801* 
Revision 0.  

SSCR BFNQP8501, Revision 0, revealed the following 
:-condition: ' * 

S"In intermediate locations as well as at 
terminations to equipment furnished•with' 

*;  pitails', General Construction Specification 
- :- -4 allows the use of splicing agthods (isuch 

as tapes) af ich are. not qualified for Class 1 .  
-. applicaibns in a'harsh environment . : here 

Sthe requirements of Gi•eeralConstruction 
: • -+ Specification 6-38 have been imposed on 

modifications, the same is applicable." 

- Review of N. R. Beasley's memorandum to G. R. all 
Sdated November 15 1985 revealed the following DiU 

C rrective action for SCR BFNEQP8501, Revision 

S, 'TVA General Construction Specification 0-4 
(dated Jinuaryi• , 1973) is currently being 

S . revised to include IVA Electrical Standard 
||. . Drawings SD-12.5.3, SD-I12.5.4, SD-12.5.5-2, 

SD-112.5.6, SD-012.5.7-1, SD-B42.5.7-2, and 
SD-B12.5.8. This revision will state that G-4 

' will apply to existing installations and any 
maintenance to the existing installations.  

TVA General Construction Specification 0-38 
(R6) is currently being revised through 

SSR-0-38-6. This revision will state that 
S0-38 will apply to future modifications and 
their subsequent maintenan.e activities at 
Brown's Perry Nuclear Plant, 

rAny modifications necessitated by revision of 
TVA General Construction Specification 0-4 and 
0-38 have been directed to NUC PR. The 08 
suggested corrective action to NUC PR for SCR 
SBFNQP8SO1, Revision 0, is as follows:
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SGn4.2.1.4 Site Specific - BFN (continued) 

S. Terminations and splices in harshonvironments 
w. hich are icomprslied of unqualified materlils 

: shall b -identified and reworked using 
.qualified materials specified in TV& Electrical 
SStandar DirawIgs 1912.5.3, SD-B12. 5.4 
SD-12.S.5-1, SD-2.5.-2, SD-1256, 
SD-i12.5.7-l, SD-b2.5.7-2, and SD-E12.5.8,T TA 
.General Construction Specification -4, and TVA 
General Constraction Specification G-38." -

; Discuassions withknowledeableQP engineers 
retvealed the EQP was committed to perform walkdowns 

S- (valkdown proceldurie):to identify qualification 
deficiencies. 'Deficiencies will be corrected as 
-determined by EQP -to aintain -environmental 
qualification of equipment as required by the Offi re 

S4.2.1.5- Site Specific - BL 

US B eneric NCRs O68e 6 224, 6536,o 6623 and e 6774 
identified two issues concerning roper splicing 

(1) Raychem products were not applied in accordance 
with SD-E12.5.7-1 due to thetfact that the 
gEnvironmental Data Drawfugs were not issued until 
August 26, 1983, and thi'manufacturers instructions 
and (2) Thomas and Bette connectors were 
inadequately referenced in Construction 
Specification 0-38.  

Generic NCR 6536 dealt with Thomas and Betts 
connectors. Thoma ans r Betts connectors were n4 
used at BLN. Therefore, NCR 6536 did not apply to 

-- BLN.  

In regards to Raychem splicing kits, review of NCR 
S2494, Revision 1, revealed the root cause for 
Simproper inrt llation was determined to be failure 
to follow i.Ltructions contained in TVA Standard 
Drawins SD-E12.5.7-1 Revision 2, note 6B and 11.  
Review of BLN 10 CFR 50.SS(e) report on Raychem 
splicing kits revealed the following safety 
implications:
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4.2.1.0 SiteSpecific - BLN (continued)
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"The Raychem type NPKV-2-14 splice kit was used 
specifically to terminate solenoid valve 
cable-to-condulet mounts -on walls. It -wasi 
discovered that the shia-vasbeing omittedwhen 
-the Raycheasleeve (whch was intended to be' 
used as a shia) was being used as the lug and 
bolt cover sleeve. The shim seals the aismatch 
of connections and has a 'userange' or valuet 
that it shrinks to. The terminations cahnotbe 
qualified.with the shia omitdtd. -Therefore, 
S since the terminations cannot be qualified, it 
is possible-.that inadequateor improper
s - plicing could inhibit proper operationofr 
safety-related solenoid valves. Thus, the safe 
operation of the plaSt could be adversely 
Saffected." -

Corrective action was stated as follows: 

"TVA has examined a sample of the affected 
terminations and has determined that the splice 
does seal properly without the-shim being 
installed. Therefore, all completed class IE 
installations with this conditionwhichare 
located in a mild environent will be used as 
is. TVA has reviewed terminations made before 
this condition was identified op class is, 
installations located in a harsh environment.  
These installations are being reworked to the 
proper configuration. To prevent reoccurrence 
of this condition, all applicable personnel 
have been trained to ensure that all future 
installations using Raycheo splice kits comply 
with the manufacturer's instructions as 
required by notes 68 and 11 on standard drawing 
SD-812.5.7-1, Revision 2." 

Review of J. A. Raulston's memorandum to 
R. N. Hodges dated July 12, 1984 revealed the 
following resolution per the attached comnitment 
tracking record: 

"All class IB terminations made using the 
Raychem NPKV-2-14 splice kit have been reworked 
to the proper configuration per Raychem 
Installation Nanual, SD-112.5.7-1, Revision 2, 
Note 11. NCR 2494 is closed."
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Discussions, ith a knowledgeabl 
Qualification engineer revealed 
installed at BLN without a siiii 

- use in Class lE environments be 
. -lo ated in areas- here a Loss. o 

S: High Energy Line Break accident 
exposures to an increase in tem 
radiation, or caustic spray in, 
abnormal environmental conditio 
damage to the seal. Other -eth 
were acceptable for application 

S environmalt and were specified 
Specif ication 6-38, SIIN--38-8.  
r e swor rk performedper•NCR 2494, 
were necessary for NCRs 6208, 6 

4.2.2 141din-gs/Conclusions 

4~2i2.1 Generic

The conclusions were handled on a site specific 
basis for this issue.  

4.2.2.2 Site Specific - U-N 

EI-85-073-001dealt with a splice which was located 
in conduit. The concern was factually accurate 
because the splice in question was located In a 
condulet. However, this was considered an 
acceptable enclosure per WBN drawing 45W883-3, 
Revision 15 and TVA Standard Drawing SD-E12.5.6, 
note6A (i.e., not a condition requiring corrective 
action by ONP).  

WI-85-028-001 reported electricians were hired 
specifically to perform splices for which they had 
received no training. One splice they had worked on 
failed the high potential test and the concerned 
individual was worried that this test would not 
detect other unacceptable splices. In conversations 
with two REE personnel, no evidence of electricians 
specifically hired to perform splices was 
discovered. The same people said that the high 
potential test would detect a drective splice 
that this was the purpose of the test. Therefore, 
the concern could not be verified as factual.
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lf (continued) 

ported that the NRC had investigated 
s at UBN but that the concerned 
)f no corrective actions taken. A 
Sopen items log in the DNC Nuclear 
as reviewed and no outstanding items 
except open NCR'8. Therefore, the 
t be verified as factual.
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IN-85-720-003 dealt with splices under the 
switchyard which were causing problems. The concern 
was not verified as factual in an interview with the 
responsible switchyard foreman and a valkdown of the 
area. .  

H1-85-113-O02, IN-86-259-014, and wI-85-011-002 
reported cables which had been splicedd and puled 
into conduit. Tho concerns were not veritied as 
factual because there was not enough inforation to 
perform an evaluation. Procedurally, splices wery 
not to be located in conduits. However, no problem 
other than the fact that the splice was not easily 
accessible was noted.  

IN-86-314-005 dealt with poor splicing practices at 
UBN. NCRs 6208, 6224, 6536, 6623, and 6774 
identified problems with all splices in harsh 
environments and all 6.9KV splices. Therefore, the 
concern was factual and identified a problem, but 
corrective action for the problem was initiated 
before the employee concerns evaluation of the issue 
was undertaken.  

4.2.2.3 Site Specific - SQN 

HAS-85-003 reported that a cable routed to the 
Component Cooling System CS pump had been repaired 
with tape instead of Raychem. The concern was 
factual and identified a problem, but corrective 
action for the problem was initiated before the 
employee concerns evaluation of the issue was 
undertaken. The splice in question had been 
reworked using Raychem.
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S * 2. 2.3 Site Specific - SQN (continued) 

IN-86-314-005 was evaluated using NCRs 6208, 6224, 
S6536, 6623, and 6774. NCR 6536 was not generic to 
SQl because the questionable materials (Thobas -and 
Betti series 54500 butt splice connectors) used at 
UBN were not used on 6.9KY splices at SQN NCRs 
6623 and 6774 had been dispositioned use-as-is by 
DNE. NCRs 6208 and 6224 were made generic to SQN 
but corrective action had been initiated and 
completed. All splices n question had been ; 

- examined and reworked, if necessary. This new 
Sinformation had been sent to the Snvironmental 
Qualification Project for incorporation in the EQ,: 

-binder. The concern was factual and identified a-
problem but corrective action for the problem was 
initiated before the employee concerns eviluation of 
the issue was undertaken.  

4.2.2.4 Site Specific - BFN ' 

With regards to NCR 6536, J.P. Stapleton's 
memorandum dated June 2, 1986 was reviewed. There 
Swas no misapplication of Thomas and Betts connectors 
at BFN because 1AI-13 listed the connector series 
Swith the proper die for 600-volt and below and 
-601-15,000-volt applications.  

However, based upon a review of SCR FINEBB8S18 
(written in response to WBN NCR 6208), General 
Construction Specification 0-4 was found to have 
Sallowed the use of splicing materials (such as tape) 
which were not qualified for Class 1B applications 
in harsh environments. Therefore, the concern for 
improper splicing at BFN was factual and identified 
a problem, but corrective action for the problem was 
initiated before the employee concerns evaluation of 
the issue was undertaken. The BFN EQP had committed 
to walkdowns of the questionable splices.  

S4.2.2.5 Site Specific - BLN 

Based upon a review of NCR 2494, Raychem splicing 
kits were improperly installed at BLN. The NCR was 
generated when a shim was omitted by BLN personnel 
using Raychem NPKV-2-14 splice kits.
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42.2..5 Site Specific - BLN (continued) 

However, hardware problems had been corrected for 
splices located in harsh environments. Splices in 
mild environments were not replaced because they 

S were not required to withstand harsh environmental 
S conditions. The oditied Raychem kitls were 

equivalent to taping which was acceptable in a mild 
environment. As a result of the rework performed 
per NCR 2494, no further, actions were necessary for 
NCRs 6208, 6224, 6623, and 6774. NCR 6536 (which' 
dealt with the lisapplication of Thomas and Betts 
series 54500 butt splice connectors)was not 
applicable because di not use Thomas. andBett 
connectors. The concern was factual and identified 
a problem, but corrective action for the problem was 
initiated before the employee concerns evaluation of 
the issue was undertaken.

Cable Terminations 

Based on the findings below, the issue raised by the employee 
concerns was factual.  

4.3.1 Discussion 

4.3.1.1 Generic 

The issue·of the use of AMP PIDG lugq for 
terminations of discrete electrical components with 
solid leads wasdetermined to be a generic problem 
in SCR WBNEBB8537. The disposition of this problem 
was discussed in detail in sections 4.3.1.2, 
4.3.1.3, 4.3.1.4, and 4.3.1.5.  

4.3;1.2 Site Specific - WBN 

Concerns EX-85-148-001, IN-85-474-001, 
IN-85-581-002, IN-85-705-001, IN-85-705-002, and 
IN-86-238-001 all reported that unqualified 
personnel were used to terminate cables.  
IN-85-581-002 and IN-85-705-002 were shared with 
Management and Personnel Subcategory 71700.  
IN-85-705-001, IN-86-238-001, and EX-85-148-001 were 
shared with Management and Personnel Subcategory 
70100. IN-85-474-001 was shared with the 
Intimidation and Harassment Category. Two reports 
were reviewed in relation to this area. NSRS report
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.. ,- 4.3.1.2 Site Specific - VBN (continued) 

SI-85-445-BN was written to answer concern 
1^ IN435-581-002 in which it was alleged that welders 
S had been used to terminate cables. In the course of 
S* -several interviews with electrical section 
personnel, a few instances of non-electricians 
Sterminating cables were uncovered. Because of these 
instances, the SRS reviewed the inspection process 
Sto determine the degree of assurance that any 
Simproper terminations would have been corrected. It 
was judgedithat if CSSC cable was initially 
" improperly terminated, the electrical engineering 
-nit inspectors would have inspected, identified,' 
-and had corrected any cable termination anomaly.  

SThe SEK report written for 1-85-148-001, 
SIN-85-474-001, and IN-85-705-001 was also reviewed; 
SConcerns IN-85-705-002 and IN-86-238-001 were also 
S applied to this report because they dealt with the 
Ssam subject. The problem stated was that 
S ubjourneynea were terminating cables which was a 
Sjob forwhich they .ad4 not been trained. In the 
report, there were four areas addressed: 

S(1) The type of work performed by subjourneynen.  
| (2) Any violations of the Labor Agreement.  

. (3) Potential safety hazards posed by subjourneymen 
performint work for which they bad not been 
.trained.  

(4) The potential effect on quality posed by 
Ssubjourneymen performing journeyman work.  

The investigation found that subjourneynen were 
perforaing wofk using power tools (consideted to be 
journeyman work). It also uncovered the fact that 
subjourneymen were perforaing what was considered 
skilled tasks (valve repair. cable terminations, 

- etc.) which was contrary tofthe Labor Agreement.

This agreement classified subjourneymen's duties as 
the unskilled duties of the craft. The investigator 
discovered that there was no formal safety training 
for newly hired employees and that the ninety day 
construction experience requirement was not always 
adhered to when hiring subjourneymen. The 
investigator was convinced that there was a

I··
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4.3.1.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

potential quality impact with the use of 
subjourneymen to pirford skilled tasks. The reason 
given for this stance was that subjourneyen were 
not properly trained to perfora skilled jobs. 

There were DNC and ONP responses to the B. T ' 
findings. In the DEC response, the duties of a 2 

subjourneyman were outlined. The position was taken 
that subjourneymen could act independently while 
perfording unskilled jobs (defined as any task not 
requiring technical expertise). They could perform 
skilled work only in a joint effort with a 
Sjourneyman. Thli was the interpretation of a 
*nemorandum from . H. Null, dated March 26, 1982 
entitled, "T&L Craft-Unskilled Work Classification" 
(DOC 820329 003). The response also gave the only 

Sreported instance of a subjourneyman performing 
skilled tasks. The particul:r task involved was 
cable terminations. The practice was stopped 
i. diately, all work performed by the subjourneyman 
was inspected, and both the subjourneyman and 
journeyman involved were reinstructed in the job 
responsibilities of a subjourneyman. At the present 
time, there were no subjourneymen in DNC. However, 
as a precaution, future employment of subjourneynen 
was to be preceded by instructions from the project 
aanager to all involved supervisors 9f the job 
responsibilities of subjourneymen. There would also 
be a form for the subjourneymen to sign whn hiring 
in which stated they had been instructed on job 
requirements, safety, and QA responsibilities.  

The ONP response consisted of a review of the 
accident log for Nechanical aintenance in the 
timeframe subjourneymen were used. Only 10 of 176 
injuries were sustained by subjourneymen. These 
accidents were investigated by the responsible 
general foreman and none were found to be the result 
of inappropriate action by a subjourneyman. All new 
employees were given the same basic safety 
orientation and were assigned to work with 
experienced personnel if the potential for injury or 
mistakes was present. It was emphasized that 
subjourneymen were not hired to replace or be used 
as a journeyman. Several checks to ensure 
substandard work did not go undetected were listed.  
They were:
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4.3.1.2 Site Specific - UBN (continued)

(1) Written instructions were provided for all 
- safety-related activities.  

- (2) Craft were required to follow these 
- instructions or know how to have-them changed 

if they were inadequate.  
(3) At critical steps in the procedure there were 

QC hold points to verify acceptance criteria 
had been met.  

S (4) Engineering hold points were on less critical 
steps to verify the correct performance of the 
task.  

(5) Craftsmen signoffs were given to document.the 
completion of the task.  

(6) Post maintenance tests were run after 
completion of work to verify the equipment 
would perform its intended function.  

(7) The foreman spot checked work.  
48) The completed work package was reviewed by the 

foreman and General Foreman.  
(9) Selected work packages were reviewed by the 

responsible section engineer.  

As with NSRS report I-85-445-WBN, it was impossible 
to determine which work had been performed by 
unqualified personnel. However, if the work was 
associated with safety-related equipment, a QC 
inspector would have verified the work as adequate.  

Concern IN-85-425-001 had specifically named 
junction box 1918 as a source of bent lug and RBR 
problems. It was located and inspected for these 
violations. Problems with bent lugs were 
identified. The knowledgeable ERU engineer was 
interviewed to determine what corrective actions 
would need to be taken. He stated that due to 
design changes he was working on replacing lugs in 
this box and several others. He called later to say 
that on further inspection it was determined that 
the box installed in the plant was too small 
according to design requirements and was to be 
replaced under workplan FRO63B-Z. The workplan was 
field complete and was on hold for inspection.

/
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4.3.1.2 Site Specific - BN (continued) 

The micro-limit switches for concern IN-85-864-001 
were located in the unit 2 Fan Room. The concern 
reported that electricians violated the KBR values 
to make terminations to micro-limit switches. The 
cable numbers were retrieved from the cable master 
summary. Since they were non-QA cables, the 
termination slips were found in the EEU files. The 
HBR value on the back of the slips read 
approximately two times the value obtained atfter 
calculations using 47A800 (the TVA drawing which 
gives actual cable outside diameters for various 

Stypes of cable). The bend radius of these cables 
Swas more than the 0.58-inches allowed and was 

- ' . acceptable.  

There were three concerns (N1-85-433-002, 
IN-8S-433-N04, and IN-86-314-003) which reported a 
lack of megger and continuity tests in the cablv
installation process. As a result, the requirements 
for megger and continuity tests were reviewed. This 
was completed by reviewing HAI-4, Revision 3, IEEE 
Standard 690-1984, WBN-QCP-3.05, RevisionS22, 
VBN-QCP-3.06-3, Revision 8, and WBN-QCP-3.06-3, 
Revision 3. MAI-4 (an ONP procedure) required the 
QC inspector to perform the megger and continuity 
tests if the cables were safety-related. If the 
cables were nonsafety-related, the craftsman 
performed the tests and signed for the QC 
inspector.  

In DNC, the megger test was deleted for 
safety-related cables on Hay 1, 1984. Prior to 
this, all cables were required to be meggered. IEEE 
Standard 690-1984 did provide for functionaltesting 
as an alternative to the megger test, All 
safety-related cables had their continuity checked 
(reference WBN-QCP-3.06-3 steps 6.2.2 and 7.2). A 
knowledgeable DNC QA engineer was interviewed for 
the reason the megger test was deleted. The QA 
group onsite had investigated this matter and found 
that no IEEB standard had a requirement to megger 
cables. IESE Standard 690-1984 allowed for either a 
megger test or a functional test. DNC had been 
running the megger test as a good construction 
practice and deleting the test was acceptable 
because there was no upper-tier requirement. At the 
present time, one purpose of the functional test was
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4.3.1.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

to identify damaged cables. It was possible that 
the concerned individual was not aware that the 
megger test had been deleted as a requirement for 
safety-related cables. Non-QA cables were handled 
under SOP-14, Revision 2. Step 6.5.2 stated that 
the engineer was to perform testing after 
installation of equipment was complete. One of the 
tests mentioned was meggering of power cables. Two 
former RSU engineers were questioned about SOP-14 
and the megger test requirement. None of them had 
ever her&d of this document. They said most 
engineers ran a functional and a wire check but no 
megger test or inspection of lugs.  

There were six concerns which dealt with the 
improper placement of lugs. IN-85-993-002 reported 
recrimping of a lug. General Construction 
Specification G-38, Revision 8 was reviewed for the 
authorization to recrimp a lug. Recrimping was 
allowed as long as (1) the orientation of the 
recrimp was the same, (2) the crimp tool was 
calibrated, and (3) the recrimp was compared to a 
properly performed crimp. If any of the above 
failed , the lugs were cut off and new lugs crimped 
on. This inspection would be performed by a QC 
inspector if the cable was safety-related.  
IN-85-993-X03 dealt with a widespread problem 
associated with lugs installed backwards. A 
knowledgeable RQC inspector was interviewed for 
information on the subject. The only way it was 
determined that lugs could be installed backwards 
would be if the cables were terminated back to back 
and the lugs were installed such that they were not 
flush (SD-B12.5.7-1 and B12.5.5-1 were used to 
illustrate how the problem could occur). He stated 
that if the lugs were installed this way, the 
termination would be unacceptable to the inspector 
and rework would be necessary.
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J 4.3.1.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

PH-85-003-132 and N33, IN-86-314-N06, and 
1-85-101-WBN dealt with the use of lugs designed for 

.stranded wire on solid conductor wire.  
IN-86-314-N06 stated that control room diodes and 
rectifiers were problems. Interview* with the 
Instrument Maintenance supervibjr and a 
knowledgeable Modifications engineer revealed that 
the problem found was with the use of PIDG lugs on 

* . these components. Therefore, this concern was 
incorporated into this subsection. PH-85-003-N33 
-was specifically concerned with a NCR written at vWB 
on this subject which had never been investigated at 
SQN. NCR 6076 was reviewed as a result of the 
investigation into these concerns. The NCR was 
generated as a result of an investigation requested 
by DBE in a memorandum from J. C. Standifer to G.  
Vadewitz dated April 23, 1985 (B43 850425 948). The 
memorandum requested a review of solid couer wire 
terminations using AMP Diamond Grip Insulated 
Terminal Lugs (PIOG). The manufacturer had 
determined that using these lugs with solid copper 
wire under any voltage or current condition was 
unsatisfactory (B43 850408 021). The investigation 
at WBN revealed the use of these lugs with solid 
copper conductors on safety-related systems. They 
were used in the installation of small electronic 
components. NCR 6076 was dispositioned in a 
memorandum from J. C. Standifer to G. Uadewitz dated 
June 17, 1985 (B26 850617 004). In the memorandum, 
a telephone conference between ONE and AMP 
representatives was referenced in which the major 
difference between the PIDG lugs and plasti-grip 
(recommended for solid conductor wire) lugs was 
discussed. The plasti-grip lug had a straight 
sleeve, while the PIDG lugs had dimpled sleeves.  
The dimpled sleeve would reduce the current 
capability because of less surface contact with a 
solid conductor wire. This problem was also 
discussed with Westinghouse because they atill had 
technical responsibility for the Foxboro instrument 
racks (an estimated 1200 of these lugs were found in 
these racks). Westinghouse evaluated the use of the 
lugs and determined they were good for the life of 
the plant (845 850524 614). DNS concurred with this 
conclusion. The lugswere also located in surge
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Ssuppression filter networks for status masitoring 
Ssolid state relays and surge suppression networks 
for solenoid operated valves. DME decided that in 
both of these applications the high voltage spikes 
would be capable of breaking down an air gap (if it 
existed) and would a21ov the filter to perfori. The 
NCR was dispositioned use-as-is.  

As a result of a wBM employee's concern, a ISS 
investigation was conducted on the same subject.  
NSRS report 1-85-101-WBN was written to describe the 
actions taken in the investigation. The report 
identified several problems. They included: 

* One third of the PIDGs in the Foxboro racks at 
MBN had been replaced with 50-percent of these 

replacements due to faulty crimp connections or 
Sbroken leads.  

* The criteria in 0-38 which required the 
selection of terminal lugs to be based on 
manufacturer' srecomendations was ignored.  

* WBN-QCP-3.06-3 (the DNC procedure for 
terminating cables) had no requirement for 
verification of proper lug type.  

* UBN HI-57.99 and KAI-4 (all OMP procedures used 
in cable terminations) were vague as to the 
requirements of proper terminal lugs for 
stranded and solid wire.  

* The scope of NCR 6076 was found to be 
inadequate. In addition to the three uses 
previously mentioned, three others were 
discovered. They were in the electro-theraul 
links for nonsafety fire dampers, in diesel 
generator alarm circuits, and in strip chart 
recorder selector switches.
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SFoboro drawings had referenced Burndy lugs in 
the process instrumentation racks at UBN but AMP.  
terminal lugs had been used instead.  

-* Althouh ODNE and DEC personnel realized the se 
condition as that described in NCR 6076 existed 
Sat SQN, no NCR was generated at SQN.  

S* The Failure Evaluation/Failure Report (FE/FR) 
Sfor NCR 6076 was released after the timeliness 
requirements of EP-1.48 (DOE procedure for 
Spreparing a •B/FR).  

S* The individuals preparing the FE/FR did not 
Scontact the appropriate operations personnel for 
Sinfe-- ion on the fail4re history of these 

The conclusions reached were: 

* Proper type terminal lugs-had not been used in 
terminations of discrete electrical components 
with solid wire leads at UBN.  

* Through personnel interviews and document 
review, three additional categories of PIDG 
application were identified. Thp management 
personnel involved in the generation of NCR 6076 
had been informed of one of these additional 
uses and had not revised the NCR.  

* The personnel involved with preparing ýhe FB/FR 
on NCR 6076 did not attempt to obtain failure 
history documents from the appropriate 
organizations.  

* The process of preparing the NCR package for 
reportability lasted too long for a condition 
with the potential for safety significance.  

* DNS had not established a program to delineate 
the responsibility for the performance of the 
generic review of the findings.  

* Had DNC management established an effective 
employee concerns program the corrective action 
required to resolve the issue would have been 
reduced.
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. G-38 required clarifi c ation relating to the 
application of the proper type terminal lug for 
s.olid and stranded wire. WBN DNC and-ONP 
Sprocedures either did not contain acceptance 
criteria for verification of the proper typ 
terminal lugs or were iamiguous.  

SThe recomoendctions were: 

SThe establishment of a replacement progam for 
all PIDG terminal lugs used for termination of 
: discrete electrical components with solid wire 
Sleads at BNW. An alternate method was to solder 
over existing PIDGs (I485-101-WBN-01).  

SInitiate a NCR that identified all applications 
of PIDGs used for terminations of discrete 
Selectrical components with solid wire leads 
(I-85-101-WBN-02).  

:- Develop requirements to forward failure 
histories of equipment to DNE personnel 
performing FB/FRs, or require DNE personnel to 
Sobtain the failure histories, or have that 
portion of the PS/FR completed by a person 
knowledgeable of the failure history 
(I-85-101-WBN-03).  

* The process whereby NCRs were initiated, FB/FRs 
were prepared, and the determination of 
reportability should be streamlined to provide 
timely reporting to responsible managers and 
Sregulatory agencies (I-85-101-WBN-04).  

* Revise DNS procedures to incorporate an 
automatic review of findings identified by TVA 
or any non-TVA organization. This would include 
determination of generic applicability to other 
TVA facilities (I-85-l101-BN-05).  

* VBN management was urged to establish an 
employee concern program (I-85-101-WBN-06).
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Sevisions to G-38 and several DNC and ONP 
procedures to clearly define and require 
S. verification of the proper type terminal luss to 
Sbe used with~olid and stranded wire 

S: (I-85-101-IBN-07).  

The report disagreed with the disposition of NCR 
6076 and reopened the issue.  

A mAeorandum from R. C. McKay to the PRO Files dated 
August 7, 1985 provided the DNC response to this 
Sreport. Interviews were conducted with personnel at 
SWBN, SQN, and BLN to determine if there was a 
Sfailure history for this type lug. At WBN, the 

Seviluator concluded that no failure was identified 
due to the misapplication of PIDG lugs. The 
Sevaluator discovered the existence of a program for 
soldering lugs in the Foxtoro racks when test point 
resistor failures were identified. It was also 
verified that Foxboro had used PIDG lugs in the ..  
racks but that any solder applied to the lugs was 
applied by ONP or DNC j4d not Foxboro. At SQN, the 
evaluator concluded that no failure was identified 
due to the misapplication of PIDG lugs. The 
evaluator discovered that a program for soldering 
these lugs was established by DNC in 1976 or 1977 
and that ONP had continued the progrqm. The 
evaluator also uncovered the fact that SQN still 
experienced test point resistor failure. The use of 
PIDG lugs in the Foxboro racks was verified, but it 

-was also verified that any solder on the lugs was 
applied by DNC or ONP and not Foxboro. At BLN, no
failures were attributed to the misapplication of 
PIDG lugs. The evaluator concluded that there was 
no failure history for these lugs and supported the 
use-as-is disposition if NCR 6076.  

However, DNE wrote SCR VBNEEB8537 on August 14, 
1985. The corrective action specified was to rework 
the Foxboro instrument racks, local, tnd relay 
panels prior to unit 1 commercial operation; The 
solenoid valve surge suppression networks, diesel 
generator alarm circuits, and strip chart recorder 
selector switches were to be reworked prior to the 
unit 1 first refueling outate. The-status 
monitoring surge suppression networks and the 
nonsafety fire da'per electro-thermal links were to 
be reworked on a routine maintenance
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basis. General Construction Specification G-38 was 
to be revised to specify the types of lugs for solid 
conductor component leads. WBN-QCP-3.06-3, mAl-4, 
and HAI-5 were to be revised to require verification 
of the correct type lug for solid conductor 
component leads in the termination acceptance 
criteria. The SCR listed ECNs 5879 and 5880 as the 
documents which would specify the equipment to be 
checked.  

S The engineering report on SCR UBKEEB8537 (B45 850909 
260) was written. The report restated that the 
condition adverse to quality existed due to the fact 
that AMP PIDG terminal lugs were used on solid 
conductor component leads againat vendor 
recommendations. An emphasis was placed on the fact 
that the only failure which had occurred due to the 
misapplication of the lugs was a broken lead in a 
nonsafety circuit. However, it was postulated that 
a failure in the other applications could range from 
prevention of a safety circuit from operating to a 
Sloss of alars function or a loss of recorded data.  
The'discussion of the consequences of a failure 
reiterated that only a nonsafety circuit had failed, 
but it did admit that the reliability of the 
conftction could be improved by adding solder or 
replacing the lugs-with lugs of the appropriate type.  

A amemorandum from H. G. Parris to Those listed dated 
September 1^, 1985 (A02 850905 009) committed TVA to 
correcting the misapplication of PIDG lugs. The 
process at WBN was to be handled through the DNE 
Significant Condition Report process.  

A memorandum from H. G. Parris to K. W. Whitt dated 
September 13, 1985 (A02 850904 010) outlined TVA's 

Srespnse and corrective-actions for NSRS report 
I-85-101-WiN. In response to the recommendation 
that a replacement program be implemented at WBN for 
all •IDG lugs used for termination of discrete 
electrical components with solid wire leads, SCR WBN 
EB8537 was prepared. Tho corrective action was as 
specified previously in this section. In addition, 
it had been suggested that a NCR be initiated to
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incorporate all misapplications of PIDG lugs. This 
was covered by SCR WBNEEB8537 which incorporated all 
misapplications. In response to the suggestion that 
failure histories be forwarded to DME engineers 
performins FB/FRs, DNS procedures on corrective 
action were to be expanded to provide for checking 
applicable sources where there was a need for 
failure histories. The finding that the NCR 
processing process was not timely was also a finding 
in NSIS report R-85-08-OE/NUC PR and was being 
handled in that report. There was a recommendation 
that DNE procedures be revised to incorporate an 
automatic review of findings ientified by TVA or 
any non-TVA organization. The position takenwas 
that an adequate progra existedfor corrective 
action where genetic applicability was a 
consideration. There was a requirement for each SCR 
to be reviewed for generic applicability to other 
plants. Any conditions adverse to quality which 
were determined not significant used problem 
identification -eports to identify, correct, and 
document the problems. When a condition adverse to 
quality had significant generic implicationso it was 
upgraded to a SCR. The recommendation to establish 
an employee concern program had already been carried 
out. Finally, the recommendation that G-38, 
VBN-QCP-3.06-3, MAI-4, and MAI-5 be revised to 
clarify that PIDG lugs were not to be used on solid 
conductor wire was agreed to.

A memorandum frori F. W. Chandler to J. A. Raulston 
dated October 4, 1985 (B26 851004 001) provided 
input to the 10 CFR 50.55(e) report. It also stated 
the order in which the components were to be 
reworked and gave the schedule of completion for the 
revisions required in G-38, WBN-QCP-3.06-3, KAI-4, 
and hAI-5.  

The 10 CFR 50.55(e) final report (L44 851017 801) 
dated October 17, 1985 admitted that TVA had used 
PIDG lugs on solid conductor component leads at 
VBN. It was determined that the deficiency resulted 
from inadequate site procedures for the installation 
of lugs used in solid conductor component leads.  
The site procedures did not reflect 0-319 section 
3.4.2.7.4 which allowed only soldering,

-: ··;·;' 
~I-I
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soldering over a crimped connection, or coiling the 
leads around a screw for terminating solid conductor 
component leads. It was determinid that this 
" condition could have an adverse affect on the safe 
operation of the plant because the deficiency could 
reduce the reliability of the affected components 
(some of which were Class 18). The corrective 
action given was as specified previously in this 
section.  

A memorandum from . Gray Beasley to F. V. Chandler 
Sand J. . Raulston dated December 17, 1985 (B 
S851217 003) consisted.of surveillance report S86-01.  
SThis report was to verify that items 
,- -85-l01-BN-01, 02, 03, and 04 had been completed.  
The review found that OBP-17 had been revised to 
resolve item I-85-101-WBN-04. The new revision 
contained adequate requirements concerning 
timeframes. Training of. DN personnel had been 
conducted on the n w timefrmes. A review of the 
work associated with 1-85-101-WBN-01 and 02 revealed
Sthe schedule for co.• etion of corrective action.  
No actions were complet, at th time the 
Ssurveillance was conducted. The investigators did 
find that no action had occurred as had been 
Sproposed by DIN in response to ites I-85-101-WVB-03.  

It was verified that 0-38 had been revised to state 
that AMP PID lugs were to be used on stranded 
conductors only in Revision 7 dated January 15, 1986 
(taken from SRN-0-38-6 dated November 20, 1985).  
WBN-QCP-3.06-3 had been revised to add verification 
of the correct type terminal lug in Revision 8 dated 
November 26, 1985. WAl-4 had been revised 
(Revision 3) on January 23, 1986, and NAI-S had been 
revised (Revision 5) on February 3, 1986 to 
incorporate provisions that PIDG lugs were not used 
on solid conductors. MI-57.99 had been revised to 
limit PIDG lugs to stranded conductors on 
September 26, 1986.
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A review was made of the two workplans (E5879-1, 2) 
Swritten due to SCN 5879. All work specified by the 
ECN was completed. This ECN was written for unit 1 
equipment. ECN 5"80 was the ECN assisned to 
complete the work on unit 2 equipment. This BCN was 
closed by DNE February 27, 1985. However, an 

- interview with the individual responsible for 
, tracking ECNs in DNC stated work was not complete.  

A memorandum from Ji A. Rauls-on to J . iFei.hold 
dated larch 4. 1986 (B45 860304 258) revealed the 
Saction that was taken to clear surveillance action 
I-85-101-WBN-03 in response to QRS surveillance 
Sreport 886-01. The DIE document responsible for 
outlining corrective action had been revised to add 
a note cautioning the preparer of FB/FRs that the 
applicable failure history should be considered.  

The junction box in question was located for 
concerns IN-86-259-007 and IN-86-259-015 (also 
shared with QA/QC Subcategory 80200). The concerns 
dealt with relugging a cable without the proper 
paperwork. IBN-QCI-1.07, Revision 5 "Work Release" 
was reviewed to determine what kind of release was 
required for relugging cables. This would have 
consisted of a rework release. Per the QCI no 
rework release was required because the work fell 
under the jurisdiction of WBN-QCI-3.06-3.  

Concern 1E-85-157-003 maintained that the motor 
leads for six or seven unit 2 Reactor Building fans 
had not been terminated, but the terminations had 
been documented. A review of the Cable Master 
Summary revealed that all cables to the Reactor 
Building fans (except the CRDN fans) had the motor 
leads terminated. An interview was conducted with 
15e responsible Ventilation System DNC SEU engineer 
to determine if the Reactor Building fans had been 
balanced (since they were running this would verify 
the leads had been terminated). He stated the Upper 
Compartment Coolers were all balanced with package 
2-030-RB-BT-TVA4 and the Containment Air Return Fans 
were balanced on 2-030-RB-BT-TVA6. The balance had 
not been conducted on the Lower Compartment 
Coolers - they would be balanced on
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-2-030-RB-BT-TVAS. He stated that all four of the 
Scoolers had been running to cool the Reactor 
SBuilding. Observation of the Rain Control Room 
Shandswitches verified all Lower Compartment Coolers 
:- had been operating.  

. A portion of the concerns also stated that the leads 

.to these fans were frayed and damaged. The Lover 
-+ Compartment Coolers and the Containment Air Return 
VT P ans were all QA fans and were all on the 
10 CPR 50.49 lit (safety related electrical 
+ , equipment subject to harsh environmental conditionu 
in the event of an accident). This meant that these 
terminations were made in the presence of a-QC 
inspector and frayed or damaged leads would had been 
repaired before acceptance. In addition, since 
Sthese motors were on the 10 CFR 50.49 list, they 
Seach had been field verified by the onsite special 
maintenance group working on environmental 
qualification. This work had been completed for the 
S - unit 1 fans but had not been completed for unit 2.  
These terminations were covered with Raychem which 
was as good as the cable jacket if the leads were 
frayed.  

The Upper Compartment Coolers were not 
- safety-related andwere not on the 10 CFR 50.49 

Slist. Therefore, there was no back up verification 
as with the other fans. The leads for the 2A and 20 

+ + -fans were examined with the aid of a- DC 
- electrician. The braided-covering on the cable was 

frayed and exposed a rubber-type insulation 
Sunderneath. However, no damage to the conductors 

Swas noted. The 28 and 2C fans were not examined 
since the frayed coverings were found to be a comaon 
problem on the two fans examined. An interview with 
the inspector responsible for cable inspections 
stated that this was only a cosmetic problem. The 
braided covering was cut back to allow for the 
application of heat shrink. He stated that this 
covering was trimmed to give a neater appearance if 
an inspector was present. A review of SD-E12.5.6 
verified in step 70 that braided type coverings over 
insulations were to be removed to assure a minimum 
seal length underneath the heat shrinkable slooeeving.
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B -85-092-002 and 1-85-101-WBS (partially discussed 
previously in this section) reported poor wtring 

- ork and improper electrical termination 
techniques. The concerns wre so vague that a 
Sproper evaluation could not be conducted. However, 
there was an established program for QA cables 
specified in WUB-QCP-3.06-3, WAI-4, and HAl-S in 
whibltke. QC inspector was involved. There was a 
•-e•• for non-QA cables specified in SOP-14 in 

't the system engineer was involved. The program 
6. w -verified in interviews with two former IVO 

engineers. OfP used IAI-4 and AMi-S for non-QA 
cables withth t craft signins-for QC.  

4.3.1.3 Site Specific - SQI 

As mentioned in the previous section, USES report 
S-85-101-oVB had been witten describing the 
misapplication of l AP PIDN letg. As part of this 
lnvestigation, SQ was tied nlto the report. The 
evaluator discovered that SQl had experinced test 
point resistor failures it the Foxboro racks due to 
crimp failures and that all PID lugs in the 
security system which were crimped on solid wire 
were replaced with the appropriate type ty erinal 
lugs. The evaluation did discover that even though 
there had been problem with past installations, the 
present SQl procedure, NhA-12 Interconnecting 
Cable Teamination and Insulation Inspection," 
Bevision 7 did note that only AMP Solistrasd lugs 
were to be used on solid conductors. Through 
interviews with SQl personnel, it was determined 
that the PIDN lgs used on solid conductors were 
being replaced andlor soldered on an as-nedede 
basis. The recomendation made by the NSES was that 
a formal replacement and/or solder program bo 
implemented for all ARP PPID lugs used for 
terminations of discrete electrical eamponents with 
solid wire leads.  

A wseorandus from H, 6. Parris to K. V. Uhitt dated 
September 13, 1985 (A02 850904 010) described the 
proposed corrective action for SOQ due to the 
recowemndations of NSRS report I-I8S101-WlO . Some 
PIDO lugs on smoke actuated dampers were found to be 
installed incorrectly. They were to be replaced by 
August 27, 1985. A menorandum was to be issued from 
the plant manager to Instrument and Electrical

. . . .. _ _ ~ __ _ .• _1 ._ . I
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Wainteaace ad the Mdtifieatioes group to resisd 
them to use the proper type of lg on safety-related 
equipment. Inspections wre is progress to verify 
the extent of the misapplicatioa of PIND les and to 
identify all sources of misapplicatioe. SC 
entinrs Mere then to evaluate the tmpact to plnt 
safety of each applicatio. Corrective action enda 
schedule for rework would fellow this.  

A review of the poteatial gene ti eedition 
evaluationa moradudms (43 8S0923 916 and 825 
851008 015) atnd a memrsadu from H. 0. Parri* to 
Those Itsted (U 850985 009) dated September 1 
1985 revled that the eoditieo had Lea referred 
to 0lP. The U. G. Parris mierandum I prtictlel 
stated thet the pIo would be hbadled by the 
aExprilene Revilw Progres at SWq.  

An intorview with the ledividual respoaible for the 
aiperi*a* Review Progre rrvealed that the itemas 
beinas valuated by nectriel aliateeace. As 
nterview with the respeesible Electrical 

Raintease egieer verifite that all work 
spcified it the precedia paragraph ultehlehlt 
with sumoe actueted dempre ws complete. It was 
esi verified that all evalaestt aost rework 

associated with the siapplieatioa oe PISn lte was 
complete except for the remrk of leg on solesoid 
valve surge suppressiea etworks. The work had beus 
described la 8I-2-317-4S. The Coplieace Section 
had bee asked to justify not replaeiag these legs.  
The existenee of a seorasdt to etare that 
Electrical talnteace. Iastruest Nlistenace, sad 
Nodiictioss used the proeeper type tUmial lag 
net verified. oUenve, NAI-7. "COble Tendaltlea,.  
Spliclag. 4ud Repairlag of Dmaged Cables.  
Revision 7 end AAl-12, "fIstereonnetig Cable 
Termiatione and lasulation Ispectlieso up until it 
was cancelled with ovislta I both specified that 
AMP Solistread lIae wore to be used on solid 
conduetort. There was lse a requirement for the QC 
laspector to verify the proper typ lug was used.  
Therefore, there was ao eed for any further actions 
sinte the site procedures cotaeined the proper 
information.
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The iadividual respoesible for resolving the samur 
suppression Isse In the Coaplln sect l sta te 
that the issou had bes tfrred to M0UE that -• 
response ha bee resetved. An iteriew with the 

Seagieero resolviag the probln revealed be w 
writitg a meraHdu reqiring tht all alves where 
the solenoid emergised to perfer its safety 
fueaction re to have the lgs replaced or soldered 
over Imdiately. All others wiot have to be 
coecled to determi If the lis were is a 
aceptablo eondition. It uas going to be 
racmmended that these lags be remerted.  

A prelilnTary copy of the a m nade refwereed 
the preeding paWgrph (fre D. V. Vilase to P. R.  
Valleat dated Otober 24. 1S) Save a general 
description of the se* of the ar s•ppressoes. TShe 
were to protect theo ircuit contacts ag*ist 
pttting a d burting caused by arcing associted with 
brekins the inductive leod crrest of the solesoid 
vlvo." The reeiendt le s ae mde that as a 
pormont fix the PN I as o Clots 1 su-rge 

pprssoro be replaced w soldered. As mestiosed 
It t pherr prevos pe p, it WM required that all 
PIf luep a seoleoid valves which eNgis to 
perfor their Safety ftaette be repied or 
soldered prio to restart. Feo thep valves whie 
do not * wsegir to pwfom their afety feattles, 
10 pretst sample n to be verifled operable by 
field -msutr- at of ae sppreosr circuit 
resstace. If any are found opM, it as 
requested that all Clas 1 ar suppressor crcits 
be chelced. It ma reqetee that this procedre be 
repated pertodically uti al I are suppreor 
circuits are permsently fi ed.  

Comere U45X-0-0S12 dealt with a sqm uit 
supervsw who eut back lsltie frm trmmital 
less to rke them apper properly stalled. -ee to 
the generl wordia of the come •, the parttulalr 
cable is quetioe eold net be idaetified. Slne 83 
ther was limited Istonw tioe, the inspecti 
process fr terminations Mu eiimed to ua ovr 
what Was Ir plce to detect a problm of this typ.  
Persasnl wre itterviwed and procedures wre 
retvewd from both WC and P llodificatiots).
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4.3.1.3 Site Specific - So Ceetimed) 

OW procedure Nll-7 tevisls 11 was reviSed. As 
is proens Ispetio was reired for a clab .  
As lntervle with a • e epviuer rendled taet is 
process inpectiens of ( te alstio has always 
bes esed. e state that the cable I questle 
wold probably bt a n sber I seq or larer vwie 
suI.e smaller wvir ee les et were eriaped 
the isaultios. ho stated thit ts sM ebtm the 
islatioe and thos Ioe wbe reueiret enrli e am 
the eo uctetor was Me to is Met tf eae ser 
dampe. VMS questiosed, h also stated that asset 
at seotiuitty tests ae repirne ea all 
ustaillates "t had ba a repireuass tre the 
belals i. e- verfim teht U emtriea miateam 
also as MA-7 tar temleatiess. as questles 
SebOt Osm-A esabl, heto stat that th eCraft 
te(res or cogens at eqisewr elt sip for the 
inspetr. mK preedu II-10 lceiste 0 to 7 eat 

eisloe 10 to 12 wne reveed for iatermatle a 
the precess ese hr W to te mlast. t is 
pressure as caled a Costrucoes Tet 

tstrestles (Cr) for Meistes to S, a 
seostrusitee IpeMtes Iatruetale (CII) for 
evisieos 6. eaO a laspeti Iatrstiee (U) fltl 

the of eot etneutti. l ly re vsie s ("laettas 
0 to 3) sotalned - alteria for tiapettin 
erlw at Imp. Te oaticfle ltfomOtloe a h to 
proemrly perfes the erlp as eostaled Is w ter 
ltterateo. his litentre *s added to bvihli * 6 

dated locater 2, 1976. brl relsiem ese U 
placed the Iaspetie tstia of temiaut less 
with the eosiesat eOmsle. Tee ftorr sIo 
oelotreil ileetesn We ltevieed seoMseM a 
te U the lpetites grep as fweed at It the 

teriluitla laspectim as Is preoesi lun it asw 
set Clear frm 11-1 if law welteae cable 
temwittlea laspetiees tl we i preses. Oe t the 
latervvl es ad hs a l"spector tee IM etilt 
be ws tresferred to m ad me bad be s a 
iPacptOr free 197S to 1911. e stated that the 
itpectlee ie I process bet the other en 
eltftled this ky 1eal8 that all teWisttee 
laspectleos wre met Meces•arlly I process ad tubt 
It varied with the esitatie based a tethr or set 
the 9C iuspstor aus s the area fle the erl p 
as prfemd. eth lespecters stated that the 
laspected for tightess of eeeetle a perfdrm
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4.34.3 Site Specific - so (e tlaeed) 

ag aet setiselty tests. 0oe et t t mensers 
mnatteed Unt a peMbte ted bees tiasinte e | 
etatag eM Sbsene fsers MeAW lp o ema ubleb ke "be" if iter l-Ustio. iSO "10e t 
bed bees cereseted by trimeais beet t eIer I 
distasle a tie Iasulett. leb thl iosete da 
* ftesmr g eMsiMsee stted Ufat th n lst- ws 
so toe that It wtld atdflflet, lt*t s 
impossible, to at be tc the Islto ad hf a 
A wre r te•etetieft f QC. f" e n festm f 
with tie MW iseer ad te taspeetoer tameba I 
at lp la 19S.O it "a deteSmed wat the se a 
Isepetle e igroe s maweei be bmal 9741971 

m : It lse t satedM w that this p tlttee 
ceasen m aMde to the eep ef tha l t 
stsategery afte thfe sp *aa1 t retat was I 
saeftted to t.e m. iase thei tes we set I 
reeteut, the 1 eltammt report wUt esee. i 

4..3..4 Site spulefic-lh 

A tealaed In previces Netlmes. M eprt 
14-S-1l-IM desettbed a eafItts seemsla U.  
Isewlicati t f C PIU tMr iSal 1a. Item 

luse, Mi eae ree bil tr aIteatieo a 
neSde vbie esy, mese faeS Iaseateu a sena straMd wrin "V", few I(«Me on maid 
9asbeter sesemset leeds at W. As a reel 
pOerie o IMmn5s•J, meivla0 9 we tweed.  
F. W. Chandlw's -mwA to R. S. sesyle 4t 

,ptesi 23. IM9 (804 5M0n 911) titleU 
"Petetil Oeertle Ceamdtl SUlstiat ws lteem 
to istest *eb Us e see1lart poejt to "usew 
te eMers a*lts atter tbOm UM. Swim af 
I. . BeseW s' rely amesaMr to V. b. ealer 
Atee Oefter 1i. ls1s ( ISn man 04) teel the 
eadltie wse am s1ed4 at M 806 te iitial 
eaMeluslte w tug the tedit -14 4d st e*lt.  

eu»wer, MB solifed OW t , tblem of walted 
epltmst weld be rewtied to detesMl If the 
ewi)tl s nIste. tsDe1Mala with to MR 

elners reteelod tbt W ftsieerls PUtjeut as 
eutrety In the press o et tedlla weltoWenl 
stallir to these pe•term at W seM SW. They bw 
copleted a reIw of teaorets fw ClOa I eMt 
s*ClaMs va 1 esi bl@a Identified three at
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4.3.2 Findings/Conclusions 

4.3.2.1-Ceneric 

See sections 4.3.2.2, 4.3.2.3, 4.3.2.4, and 4.3.2.5 
for details of the conclusions reached at each site 
for SCR WBNSEB8537.
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4.3.1.4 SittSpecific-BF:(continut ed) 

Snmber types that had solid conductors. Thse ere 
identified on the Electricsl Master'Bill of Material 
-as insulated safety aineral- cable from section W 
S -issued per Ti.ontract 75CP-86186. telephone and 

-t-=coail tcable fromsectiont W.and insulated special 
'c::: able from sectionWV for mark ambers WiV, WO 
P- :and U IPi (on-18 cable types). Further BFN 

. g:ineering Project evaluation was needed -to 
S deAterine. the extent f:othe use of this wlri and
Sother~vendor wire supplied alonghi-ith a-pieciof 
e qipmnt nwhich hadteen used in conjunction With an 
AMP PID terminal lug.  

4.3.1.5 SiteSpecific-BLU 

As mentioned in previous sections, NSRS report 
S. 85'-101-WB described a condition at WBN concerning 

the misapplication-of AlP PIDG terminal lugs. These 
S lugs, which were recommeded for application on 
stranded wire only, were installed on solid 
-conductor component leads-at BII. A. a result, 
generic SCS VCBEEB8537, Revision 0, was issued.  
" F. . Chandler's momorandum-to J. C. Standifer dated 
September 23, 1985 (43 850923 917) title 
"PotentialGeneric Condition Evaluation" was issue 
to instruct each DON engineerin project to evaluate 
the concern at sites other than UBN. Review of 
J. C. Standiter's reply memorandum to F. U. Chandler 
dated October 22, 1985 (821 851022 004)-revealed-the 
condition was examined at BLN and "does not exist."
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"--- Sy-I .'NSR report I-85-445-N. However, • a s * •as 

..... IN85-S81 rdeteeprned that any safety-related cables would ^hve 

qi^ ' _' ,been inspected by a QCnspector -andcorrectd if .  

Sthere was problm . The concern identifi 10900 

prbl , but corrective actn 1for t Oe robe a 

!/•2•{ /  "• .... initiated before the employee concerns evalationS'of •t 

S4.3.2.2 the isue was undertaken. .  

I-85-18-001, re8portedthat-001 I-8welder-7er used t 

IN-8at-70 c02, and N-e6-238-001 were found factu al n 
SS o in the Et1repor t on EX-8-85-148-0401; I 85-4a, was 

deiand I-8dth705-0 . The MtC relsna e d able awould hae 
Sben that tipec had been an Instance where ct a -

the . subJourneyan ap tera atin cable s.rn i L rkdd 
perforaed by the subourneation was tnspetprd. blem wa 

SitiaPresently, ed ef-there ere noy subourn e van l on iot'In 

the issue to e ns ure substanda.rdork w detected.  

1As w 4th 8I-8-445-B, 1 was ipossible t deter8ne0 
w-85-75-hch wok had been perf6-23800by uwee ualifoued 

an: I 0afety-re5lted-0egipent theC repone d acknlhavebee 
that t verifie d by a QC insp ctor. wheore, the concerns 

subjouerefyactual and identified a probles, butAll work 

perforretive actb n or the problean was inspc ted 
Prbefore the eploye we conerns evaluatiyon of the insue 

DEC. The OMP response gave thebchecks presfttin.  

tha undertako en.ure subtan work was detect d.  

SAs IN-8t- 5-001 repoted a iparticular unctimon box 
which was a bource opf BR and bent un problfes.  

he concern wes ver, if ted ran inspection of the 

- .junction box in question. Due to personnel error, I 
the installed box was smaller than design |l-3 

are irntreelated euipment, th ace d under horkplan I 
if b a C in63tor-. Therefore the concern was factual and 

p;wereasente l andidentifid a probl for which corrc tive act had 
cbeen, or wa bein,or taken as a reult of an employee 
before the e ee concerns eluvaluation of th u 

was undertaken.  

1N-85-425-001 repot ted a particular junction box 
which was a source of 18K and bent lug problems.  
The concern was verified k an inspection of the 
junction box in question. Due to personnel error, 
the installed box wa, smaller than design 113 
requirements. The box was replced under workplan 
FR063B-Z. Therefore, the concern was factual and 
presented a problem for which corrective actioiv had 
been, or was being, taken as a result of an employee 
concerns evaluation.  
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IN-85-433-002, IT-85-433-N04, and IN-86-314-003 were 
-factual in the area of a lack of megger tests. The 
megger test was deleted from DNC site procedures 
when IEEE standard 690-1984 was issuedwhich allowed 
a functional test to be used in place of the megger 
test. Non-QA power cables still had the aegger 
eirquirementin SOP-14. In conversations with two 

former EEU engineers, no evidence of conduct of 
aegger testing was uncovered. Therefore, though it 
-was proper not to perform a megger test for QA 
cables, it was improper to delete this test from 
non-QA cables because the procedure still required 
it. ONP meggered all cables pulled by them. No 
evidence was found of deleted continuity-tests.  
Therefore, the concerns presented a problem for 
which corrective action had been, or was being, 
taken as a result of an employee concerns 
evaluation.  

IN-85-993-002 was factual. This.concern had 
reported recrimping of a lug instead of cutting the 
lug off and crimping on a new one. Recriaping of 
lugs was an accepted practice in tLe design document 
on splicing (0-38). Therefore, the concern was 
factually accurate, but what it described was not a 
problem (i.e., not a condition requiring corrective 
action by ONP).  

JN-85-993-X03 was not verifted as factual because no 
evidence of a widespread problem with lugs installed 
backwards was discovered. The interview conducted 
with a responsible QC inspector indicated the 
termination would be deemed unacceptable by a QC 
inspector and would not be left with the lugs 
installed backwards.
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3.2.2 Site Specific-WBN (continued) 

IN-85-864-001 dealt with violations of IBR on 
terminations to nicro-limit switches in the unit 2 
Fan Room. The concern was verified as not factual.  
The MBR value given on the back of the terminatior 
slips was approximately two times the value 
calculated for that type cable from 47A800 (TVA 
drawing which gives ODs for various types of 
cable). The bend radius of these cables met the 
revised values.
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4.3.2.2 Site Specific-UBN (continued) 

PH-8S-003-N32, PH-85-003-N33, I-85-101-WBN, and 
SIN-86-314-N06 were factual due to the findings of 
NCR 6076 and NSRS report I-85-101-VBN. The use of 
AMP Diamond Grip Insulated Terminal Lugs on solid 
copper conductors was verified in a walkdown 
conducted by DNC. The.NCR was dispositioned 
use-as-is by DNE due to conversations conducted with 
the AMP Products Corporation and Vestinghouse.; 

NSRS report I-85-101-VBN reopened the issue and made 
Sseven recommendations for correcting the problem.

,27 

* U.,ý.  

_: .-''. :

As a result of I-85-101-WBN-01-and-02, SCR 
VBNEEB8S37 was issued to inform the NRC of a problem 
with the application of PIDGs on solid conductor 
leads. ECNs 5879 a4 5880 were issued to replace or 
solder over the questionable lugs. All unitl work 
was verified complete in UPs E5879-1 and -2. An 
interview with the individual responsible for 
tracking ECNs in DNC stated ECN 5880 was not 
complete. The applicable DNE document had been 
revised in order to comply with recommendation 
I-85-101-WBN-03. The applicable DNE documents had 
been revised and retraining of DNE personnel was 
complete to comply with recommendation 
I-85-101-WBN-04. I-85-101-WBN-05 was not accepted 
by TVA because an adequate program for corrective 
action when generic applicability was a 
consideration already existed. The same was true 
for I-85-101-WBN-06. The employee concern program 
had just been updated when this recommendation was 
received and no further action was necessary. The 
documents requiring revision due to I-85-101-WBN-07 
were verified complete in a review of the subject 
documents. Therefore, the concerns were factual and 
identified a problem, but corrective action for the 
problem was initiated before the employee concerns 
evaluation of the issue was undertaken.  

PH-85-003-N33 was factual because NCR 6076 was not 
made generic to SQN. However, SCR WBNEEB8537 was 
made generic to all sites. The concern identified a 
problem, but corrective action for the problem was 
initiated before the employee concerns evaluation of 
the issue was undertaken.

-"jt-'^f .
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Concerns IN-86
verified as fac 
work releases, 
release was not 
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WBN-QCI-3.06-3.  

EX-8s-157-003 w 
all the Reactor 
had been operat 
for the Upper C 
the braided cof 
inspector revea 
The covering wa 
heat shrink. T 
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BN (continued) 

259-007 and IN-86-259-015 were not 
tual. In a review of WBN-QCI-1.07 on 
it was determined that a rework 
required for relugging a cable 
Stfell under the jurisdiction of 

as not verified as factual because 
Building fans (except the CRDH fans) 

ed using permanent power. The leads 
oapartment Coolers were found to have 
eting frayed. An interview with a QC 
led this to be a cosmetic problem.  
s required to be cut back to apply 
he ends of the covering had just not 

nd I-85-101-WBN were not verified as 
there was an existing program for 

itnations for inadequacies. Both of 
had reported poor wiring work. -

4.3.2.3 Site Specific-SQN

As required by J-85-101-WB and SCR WBNEEB8537, a 
replacement program for PIDG lugs on solid 
conductors was developed at SQN. The work was 
carried out in SNI-2-317-25. Work on the surge 
suppression networks for solenoid valves had not 
begun because the Compliance Section had been asked 
to justify not replacing these lugs. The BEB 
engineer responsible for resolving the issue stated 
rework was required for all networks on valve, whose 
solenoids were required to energize to perform their 
safety function. It was recommended that those 
which did not energize to perform their safety 
function be replaced or solderea iver. Therefore, 
the issue was factual and identifizd a problem, but 
corrective action for the problem \:\s initiated 
before the employee concerns evaluation of the issue 
was undertaken.

|
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4.3.2.3 Site Specific-SQN (continued) 

The impression giaea in the interviews pertaining to 
XX-85-027-012 was that the actions described would I 
be impossible to hide from a QC inspector. Tests 
(negger and functional) had been required since 1973 I 

* : while the visual inspection dated from 1975. Since I 
1976, adequate procedures had been in place to ensure I 
proper termination of QA cables. Before 1976, 
procedures were inadequate in that no termination I 
criteria was given, but vendor literature was quite I 
specific on how terminations were to be performed.  
SSince the incident was isolated and the I 
procedure/vendor literature was adequate, no further I 
action was necessary. The issue was not factual. 1R3 

4.3.2.4' Site Specific-BFN 

NSRS report ý-8S-101-WBN described a condition concernin 
the masapplThation of AMP PIDG terminal lugs. According 
to the manufacturer, these lugs were not intended to be 
used with solid conductor wire. SCR UBNEEB8537 had been 
generated as a result. DNE had identified three instances 
of solid conductor wire purchased for use at BFN per the 
BFN Electrical Master Bill of Naterial. Therefore, the 
Sconcern indentified in the above NSRS report was factual 
at BFN. Further evaluation was required to determine the 
extent of PIDG lugs used with solid conductor wire. DNE 
was in the process of scheduling walkdowns siilliar to 
those conducted at WBN and SQN. The issue identified a 
Sproblem, but corrective action for the problem Was 
.initiated before the employee concerns evaluation of the 
issue was undertaken.  

4.3.2.5 Site Specific-BLN 

NSIS report 1-85-101-WBN and SCR WBNBEB8537 described a 
condition concerning the misapplication of AMP PIDG 
terminal lugs. According to the manufacturer, these -lugs 
were not intended to be used with solid conductor wire.  
As a result of generic SCR WBNEBB8537, Revision 0, a 
"Potential Generic Condition Evaluation" was conducted 
and as a result of that evaluation the condition was 
determined not to exist at BLN. Therefore, the concern 
was not verified as factual.
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4.4' Inspection of Cable 

S Based on the findings below, the issues raised by this element were 
factual.  

4.4.1 Discussion 

4.4.1.1 Generic 

The findings were handled on a site specific basis 
for this issue.  

4.4.1.2 Site Specific-WBN 

IN-85-433-002 reported that craft were ordered not 
to wait for QC inspectors at QC hold points. This 
could be considered true from the number of NCRs (9) 
generated on bypassed inspection hold points.  
However, the termination, pull, or splice 
documentation was not complete until the inspector's 
signature was present on the back of the slip. This 
would prevent uninspected work from going undetected.  

IN-86-259-004 dealt with an incident in which a QC 
inspector was locked out of a room while a cable 
pull was in progress. This portion of the concern 

: was not verified in NSRS report 1-85-467, 466, 568, 
573, 518, 575-WBN when it was -reviewed. ,An 
interview with a QC inspector who was usedas aa-: 
witness when this incident occurred verified that a 
QC inspector had indeed been locked out of the 
room. The incident was reported, the foreman and 
general foreman were given two weeks off without 
pay, and the cable was scrapped.  

IN-86-259-015 (also shared with QA/QC Subcategory 
80200) reported that QC had inspected the relugging 
of a cable without any paperwork. An interview with 
a responsible QC inspector and a review of 
WBN-QCP-3.06-3, Revision 8 indicated no requirement 
to have the termination paperwork present while the 
termination was being performed. The junction box 
in question was located and the wire numbers in the 
box were obtained. Cable 1-3V-3-3014-B was the 
cable in question after reviewing the termination 
slips for the cables in the box. Therefore, though 
the concerned individual did not see any termination 
paperwork, it did exist and was in the records vault.
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/ 4.4.1.2 Site Specific-WBN (continued) 

SIN-86-254-006 (also shared with QA/QC Subcategory 
; i.6 80200) reported that inspections in 1978-1979 were 

Snot thorough. Three former EEU engineers and one 
Spresent EEU engineer were asked about inspections : 
Sduring that time. Those interviewed said they did 
11.do a thorough job if they were asked to watch one 
pull. However, at that time it was permissible to 
have one engineer responsible for several pulls.  
.. One of the engineers interviewed had been 
Sresponsible for the unit 1 Reactor Building and had 
Sbeen assigned to watch 'our crews. The engineer was 

- kept so busy that all he -could verify was that the 
S -right type cable was pulled and that-the ends went 
Sto the correct places. Another of the engineers had 
Sbeen assigned to one crew but had been asked to view 
Stwo pulls on occasion. In this case, once again, 
Sthe type cable was verified and the locations of the 
t cable ends were checked. The other two engineers 
S. had never viewed more than one pull at a time. The 
Simpression given was that the engineers inspected a 
pull to the best of their ability when asked to view 
Sone pul'. It just became impossible to do a 

* thorough job on multiple pulls because it was not 
possible to be in more than one place at a time.  

Present practice did not allow the craft to pull a 
cable (if safety-related) without a QC inspector's 
presence and had the inspector view one cable pull 
at a time.  

4.4.1.3 Site Specific-SQN 

This issue was not evaluated at SQN.  

4.4.1.4 Site Specific-BFN 

This issue was not evaluated at BFN.  

4.4.1.5 Site Specific-BLN 

This issue was not evaluated at BLN.  

4.4.2 Findings/Conclusions 

4.4.2.1 Generic 

The findings were handled on a site specific basis 
for this issue.
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4.4.2.2 Site Specific-WBN 

SIN-85-433-002 was factual because of a review of 
SNCRs generated on bypassed QC hold points. There 
were checks in the system to ensure that hold points 

-were not bypassed. For example, the slip (pull, 
S. termination, etc.) required a QC inspector signature 
1 before it was sent to the vault. Any bypassed hold 
points would be detected and a NCr-would be 
generated. Therefore the concern identified a 
problem, but corrective action for the problem was 
S, initiated before the employee concerns evaluation of 
the issue was undertaken.  

S1N-86-259-004 was found factual in an interview with 
:- a QC inspector who was used as a witness of the 
. incident. The incident consisted of preventing-a QC 
inspector from watching a cable pull. The 
1 corrective action (which consisted of scrapping the 
-cable and giving the foreman and general foreman two 
Sweeks off without pay) had already been completed.  
The concern identified a problem, but corrective 
Saction for the problem was initiated before the 
-employee concerns evaluation of the issuty'ias 
Sundertaken.  

S- IN-86-•259-015 was not verified as factual in an 
Sinterview with a responsible QC inspector and a 
review of WBN-QCP-3.06-3 which revealed that there 
was no requirement to have termination paperwork 
present while the termination was being performed.  
SThe termination slip was located in the vault and 

: dated In the timeframe of the concern therefore 
proving that paperwork existed at the time of the 
relugging.  

IN-86-254-006 reported that cable pulling 
inspections in h978-1979 were not thorough. The 
concern was found factual in interviews with 
responsible KEU ongineers. The problem identified 
was the use of ona engineer on multiple pulls.  
Therefore, there was the rssibility that damage d 
occur while the engineer was not present. Today's 
practices do not allow this to occur. The 
conclusion for this concern was tied to the DNE 
response to NSRS report 1-85-06-WBN dealing with SUP
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.. . 4.4.2.2 Site Specific-WBN (contiued) 

and MPT problems. The coucern identified a problem, 
but corrective action for the problem was initiated 
before the employee concerns evaluation of the issue 
was undertaken.  

4.4.2.3 Site Specific-SQN 

This issue was not evaluated at SQN.  

4.4.2.4 Site specific-BFN 

This issue was not evaluated at BFN.  

4.4.2.5 :Sitt Specific-BLN 

This issue was not evaluated at BUN.  

4.5 Fireproofing Cables 

Based upon the findings below, TVA did not take into account 
ampacity losses due to the application of cable coatings at SQN, 
W VBN, and BFN. This was not a problea-at BLN because cable coatings 
were not used.  

. 4.5.1 Discussion 

4.5.1.1 Generic 

SDN was actively evaluating ampacity losses due-to 
cable coatings and other heat insulation sources.  
W. S. Raughley's mekorandum dated September 8, 1986 
titled "Corrective Action and Sampling Program For 
Electrical Cable Ampacity" provided direction on the 
performance of corrective action, and the 
establishment of a sampling program to determine the 
adequacy of electrical cables with respect to their 
ampacity rating. This activity was tied to fuel 
load/restart at each respective site. At the 
writing of this report, a schedule had not been 
established to finalize this work. See site 
specific for details on cable coatings at each site.
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|r 4.5.1.2 Site Specific-WBN 

SConcern IN-85-186-002 dealt with incorrect layers of 
.insulation on conduit and cable tray wrap. The ERBT 

* report for this concern was reviewed for adequacy of 
.evaluation. The concern was not verified factual.  
Two installations (INH3305D and INH3311D) were 
S' r destructively examined in the area given in the 
. concern and were acceptable. Several other 

- discrepancies were noted which hed no bearing on the 
-concern for which the report was written.  

IN-85-733-002 reported that insulators were 

Sinserting cables in penetrations. This concern was 
: also shared with Management and Personnel 

Subcategory 71600. According to the concern, this 
fjob should have been handled by electricians because 

there was a shock hazard. The PRO report on this 
concern was reviewed for adequacy of evaluation.  
S . _ The report pointed out that this question involved 

" "^ the international agreement between the insulator's 
- union and the electrician's union concerning 

S" electrical penetrations. To comply with this 
; -agreement, the following divisions were made at WBN: 

" A. Breaching and Resealing Cable Tray Penetrations 

S- 1. Kaowool boards were removed and access holes 
were cut using a composite crew of 
electricians and insulators.  

2. The silicone foam in the cable sleeves was 
.breached using insulators.  

3. The electricians installed pull ropes and 
Scables.  

A. Kaowool boards were reinstalled using a 
-composite crew.
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4.5.1.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

B. Breaching and Resealing Conduit Fittings 

1. A composite crew opened conduits.  

2. A composite crew installed damntng material 
except for the installation of the material 
in explosion-proof conduit fittings which 
was done by electricians.  

3. The dispensing of foaa was done by 
insulators.  

In the report, a discussion was conducted with an 
electrical job steward, an electrical 
superintendent, and a Nuclear Services Branch 
general foreman on this subject. None of them knew 
of any incident where insulators had installed 
cables.  

Concerns IN-86-028-003 and IN-86-259-005 dealt with 
bunching cables to apply Vinasco cable coating.  
IN-86-259-005 and OW-85-007-004 stated that the 
Vimasci coating was applied so thickly that 
resistance heat could not dissipate. NSRS report 
I-85-569-WBN was reviewed for adequacy of 
evaluation. The report found that in WBN Design 
Criteria WBN-DC-30-5,"Power, Control, and Signal 
Cables for Use in Category I Structures," that there 
were five cable tray systems: 

Low Level Signal Trays (VI) 

Medium Level Signal Trays (V2) 

Control Level Trays (V3) 

480-volt Trays (V4) 

6900-volt Trays (VS)




